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Abstract 
High-magnitude floods are extreme geologic agents, transforming landscapes through 
erosion and deposition within a matter of minutes. On January 15th, 1967, a rockslide fell 
onto the Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier and into its proglacial lake on the northern flank of 
the Eyjafjallajökull ice cap in South Iceland. The rockslide caused a catastrophic glacial-
lake outburst flood down Steinsholtsdalur valley, the Steinsholtshlaup, producing a unique 
geomorphological imprint along the flood path. The primary goal of this study was to 
analyze the post-flood geomorphology with drone surveys, Digital Elevation Models 
(DEMs) of pre- (1960) and post-flood (1967) surfaces, volumetric calculations, and field 
mapping. Palaeohydraulic calculations, rockslide volumes, and hummock morphology 
were used to assess landform formation and the redistribution of debris, and the flow 
hydrology of the flood. Our results show that the initial rockslide displaced ~20 M m3 of 
bedrock, which was deposited and reworked throughout Steinsholtsdalur, forming three 
distinct sets of large sediment hummocks, boulder erratics, boulder bars, and kettle holes. 
The morphology of these features was analyzed concerning their deposition post-
Steinsholtshlaup to advance our understanding of calculated flood parameters (e.g., mean 
flow depth, average flow velocity, and discharge). This study extends our understanding of 
the variety and complexity of outburst floods from rockslides into proglacial lakes, which 
may occur more frequently in the future due to impacts of climate change in high-mountain 
regions. 
 

 
 

 
 



 

Útdráttur 
Stór flóð geta haft mikil áhrif á landslag bæði vegna rofs og setmyndunar. Sú landmótun 
getur átt sér stað á mjög stuttum tíma, jafnvel mínútum. Þann 15. janúar 1967 féll 
berghlaup á Steinsholtsjökul og ofan í jökullón hans, við norðanverðan Eyjafjallajökul, á 
Suðurlandi. Berghlaupið olli miklu hamfarflóði niður Steinsholtsdal, sem skildi eftir sig 
einstakar jarðmyndanir í flóðfarveginum. Meginmarkmið þessarar rannsóknar er að 
kortleggja og greina, með flygildum og starfrænum landhæðarlíkönum (DEM) bæði fyrir 
(1960) og eftir (1967) flóðið, yfiborðsbreytingar og rúmmálsbreytingar sem áttu sér stað í 
flóðinu. Straumfræðlegir reikningar, rúmmálsmælingar og lögun hólaþyrpinga 
(Hummocks) í dalnum voru notaðar til að greina dreifingu setmyndana og straumhraða 
flóðsins. Niðurstöður sýna að berghlauið var um  ~20 M m3 að stærð. Miklar breytingar 
urðu í Steinsholtsdal í kjölfar flóðsins og mynduðust meðal annars þrjár hólaþyrpingar, auk 
þess sem mikið magn grjóthnullunga fluttist með hlóðinu og einnig mynduðust mörg 
jökulker í kjölfgarið. Sú landmótun sem átti sér stað í dalnum var notuð við greiningar á 
ýmsum þáttum flóðsins (s.s. meðaldýpi, meðal rennslishraði og magni hlaupvatns). Þessi 
rannsókn eykur skilning okkar á fjölbreytileika og margbreytileika hamfaraflóða sem verða 
vegna skriðufalla í jökullón, sem gætu orðið oftar í framtíðinni vegna áhrifa 
loftslagsbreytinga á háfjallasvæðum. 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Motivation 
Glacial-lake outburst floods (GLOFs) have been a focus of geomorphologists and 
geologists since they were first observed (Bretz, 1969; Meier, 1969; Pluhowski & Thomas, 
1968). GLOFs are high-energy erosional and depositional events that can change the 
entirety of a landscape within hours. Glacial lakes form when glacial meltwater becomes 
impounded behind a moraine or dam, during times of environmental instability when the 
climate begins to shift. With a warming climate during the late 20th century, more 
proglacial lakes around the world were seen due to accelerated glacial retreat and an 
increase in meltwater production (Allen et al., 2016; Carrivick, 2006; Westoby et al., 2014; 
Harrison et al., 2018). High-magnitude outburst floods can erode, rework and deposit large 
volumes of sediment and bedrock, while also producing a subset of erosional impacts or 
landforms (Carrivick & Rushmer, 2006).  
 
The study of GLOF events has been an evolving field in response to the warming climate. 
Knowledge aquired through reconstructing major past GLOFs allows communities to plan 
and prepare for hazardous events in the future. GLOFs produce a very complex land 
system in their wake, which can be pieced together through geomorphological analysis. 
Field-based observations to reconstruct these types of floods are based on the 
geomorphology and/or sedimentology of flood landforms (Carrivick & Rushmer, 2006). 
Flood landforms are often difficult to identify, and one must consider other landform 
processes such as glacier surging, glacier retreat, readvance, and gravitational mass 
movements that could be responsible for forming or overprinting them. Hence, it is crucial 
for the analysis of landform geometry to consider parameters such as scale and deposition 
orientation. GLOFs have different types of triggering mechanisms, where their 
corresponding landform assembalges can appear very different depending on their 
geographic location. GLOFs have been observed globally in the Himalayas (Allen et al., 
2016; Westoby et al., 2014; Zaginaev et al., 2016), Iceland (Kjartansson, 1967; Björnsson, 
2004; Carrivick & Tweed, 2019), Alaska (Post & Mayo, 1971), British Columbia (Clague 
& Evans, 2000), and Patagonia (Benito & Thorndycraft, 2020; Dussaillant et al., 2010; 
Worni et al., 2012) exhibiting similar climatic changes and land systems. GLOF events 
have not commonly been observed in person. Therefore, it is crucial to correctly 
understand the fingerprints in the geological landscape, so reliable conclusions can be 
made about their past occurrences to predict future events in this ever-evolving 
anthropogenic climate that we experience today (IPCC, 2021).  
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1.2 Scope of the Thesis and Approach 
The main focus of this thesis will be to analyze the post-flood geomorphology with drone 
surveys, Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) of pre- (1960) and post-flood (1967) surfaces, 
volumetric calculations, and field mapping of Steinsholtsdalur valley. Concentrating on 
landforms resulting from the 1967 Steinsholtshlaup GLOF enables a quantitative insight 
into what has previously only been described from visual observations by Kjartansson 
(1967). 

 
In 1967, the Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier on the northern flank of Eyjafjallajökull central 
volcano in South Iceland was affected by a catastrophic gravitational mass movement that 
entirely overprinted the proglacial landscape. The event itself was not physically observed, 
however, with new remote sensing data and methods, analysis of this event can now be 
conducted. Historical imagery from 1960 was compared to imagery taken in 1967 post-
event. By analyzing the geometry, landforms, and topographic changes, observations of 
their formation and deposition were made. Hydraulic reconstruction and palaeoflood 
calculations will be conducted based on the 5 largest boulders in three distinct depositional 
regions to present a first quantitative understanding of the minimum flow discharge, 
velocity, and mean water depth. The aim of this thesis is to exhibit all observations and 
better explain the formation, reworking, and deposition of the geomorphological features 
left behind. To further understand these features and deposits geomorphological maps have 
been created to include past and present observations and findings. The results of the thesis 
will not only help to further understand GLOFs and mass movement-triggered events, but 
also present an understanding of high-mountain environments where landslides and their 
secondary effects pose a severe risk and potential hazard. 
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2 Glacial-Lake Outburst Floods 
(GLOFs) 

2.1 What is a GLOF? 
Glacial-lake outburst floods is a common term used to describe a sudden release of a 
considerable amount of water retained in a glacial lake, unrelated to the cause (Emmer, 
2017). GLOFs are typically high-energy events and pose a significant threat to 
communities in high-mountain and/or glaciated regions (e.g. Patagonia (Benito & 
Thorndycraft, 2020; Dussaillant et al., 2010; Worni et al., 2012), Himalayas (Allen et al., 
2016; Westoby et al., 2014; Zaginaev et al., 2016), New Zealand (Williams et al., 2022), 
British Columbia (Clague & Evans, 2000), Alaska (Post & Mayo, 1971), and Iceland 
(Kjartansson, 1967; Björnsson, 2004; Carrivick & Tweed, 2019)). By understanding these 
events, one can further mitigate flood hazards in these regions.  

2.1.1 Types of Glacial-Lakes 

Glacier loss and retreat are often accompanied by the formation and evolution of various 
subtypes of glacial lakes. The subtypes of glacial lakes include ice-dammed lakes, 
moraine-dammed lakes, and bedrock-dammed lakes. From a long-term perspective, 
moraine- and bedrock-dammed lakes evolve in response to glacier retreat from the ablation 
sediment. GLOFs are generally considered to be an evolutionary pattern that may happen 
never, once, or repeatedly during the evolution of the glacial lake (Carrivick & Tweed, 
2016; Duissaillant et al., 2010; Emmer, 2017). Various subtypes of glacial lakes are prone 
to different causes and mechanisms of lake outbursts (Figure 2.1 & Figure 2.2). Carrivick 
& Tweed (2016) presented that ~70% of GLOFs originated from ice-dammed lakes.  
 
Ice-dammed lakes can be summarized as lakes situated on glaciers (supraglacial lakes), 
within glaciers (englacial lakes), beneath glaciers (subglacial lakes), and at the margins of 
glaciers (ice-margin lakes) (Benn & Evans, 1998; Tweed & Russel, 1999; Mangerud et al., 
2004). The formation of ice-dammed lakes was related to climatic changes, glacier loss, 
and surge-type glacier movement (Emmer, 2017). Larger ice-dammed lakes are seen in flat 
topographical regions (especially at high latitudes) (Emmer, 2017). Smaller ice-dammed 
lakes are often seen where another subtype (moraine- bedrock-dammed lakes) are in a 
more suitable topographic setting (Frey et al., 2010; Emmer, 2017). With the warming 
climate more large-ice dammed lakes might be becoming more prevalent due to glacier 
overdeeping creating a growing hazard (Clarke et al., 2004). 
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Figure 2.1 Schematic evolution of the different glacial lake subtypes in relation to glacier 

retreat in a mountainous region. (A) Maximum glacier extent during the Little Ice Age 
(LIA). (B) and (C) exhibit the formation of the different glacial lake subtypes. The figure is 

taken from Emmer (2017) 

Moraine-dammed lakes are lakes that are constrained by a topographical barrier formed by 
proglacial or lateral moraines. Moraine-dammed lakes are commonly found in 
mountainous terrain and can form at various elevations relative to the damming moraines 
(Emmer, 2017). Moraine-dammed lakes are prone to dam failures and overtopping, which 
results in GLOFs typically occurring in the proglacial phase of the evolution of the lakes 
(Clague & Evans, 2000).  
 
 
Bedrock-dammed lakes occur in depressions usually eroded by glacial activity (Kalff, 
2002; Emmer, 2017). Bedrock-dammed lakes are supposed to be lakes stable and 
contained by solid rock (Mergili & Schneider, 2011). Since the bedrock dams seldomly 
fail, the major mechanism of bedrock-dammed lake outburst is dam overtopping due to 
rapid water displacement within the lake which usually occurs during sedimentation. 

 

2.1.2 Triggering Mechanism of GLOFs 

GLOFs occur for numerous reasons and by particular triggering mechanisms. Specific 
subtypes of glacial lakes are prone to specific causes of lake outbursts. Causes and 
mechanisms are studied to better understand and predict certain hazards and provide 
effective risk management. 
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Triggers of GLOFs (Figure 2.2) are defined by Emmer (2017): (C1) rapid slope movement 
into the lake, (C2) heavy rainfall/snowfall, (C3) cascading processes from a flood 
upstream, (C4) earthquake, (C5) melting of ice incorporated in the dam/forming the dam, 
(C6) blocking of subsurface outflow tunnels, (C7) long-term dam degradation. In volcanic 
glaciated regions (e.g. Iceland, New Zealand, Patagonia, and Alaska), geothermal activity 
under glaciers can also trigger significant melting producing GLOFs (Björnsson & 
Einarsson, 1990; Gudmundsson et al., 2008). 
 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Causes of GLOFs. (A) shows causes (C1) to (C3). (B) shows a longitudinal 
section of the dam and causes (C4) to (C7). Based on Clague and Evans (2000), Costa and 
Schuster (1988), Emmer and Cochachin (2013), Grabs and Hanisch (1993), Mergili and 
Schneider (2011), Richardson and Reynolds (2000a), and Zapata (2002). The figure is 

from Emmer (2017) 

Mechanisms of GLOFs, in which water is released can be described in two different ways 
(Emmer, 2017): (M1) dam overtopping by a displacement wave, (M2) dam failure. Dam 
overtopping (M1) is a possible mechanism for all glacial lake subtypes and the only 
possible mechanism for bedrock-dammed lakes. Dam failure is the release of water due to 
failure of the dam by either: direct rupture, incision and breaching, and piping or seepage. 
Dam failure (M2) is possible only for moraine- and ice-dammed lakes. 
 
Not all causes (C1-C7) are connected to both mechanisms (M1-M2) of GLOFs. Different 
mechanisms involve different subtypes of glacial lakes (Emmer, 2017). For example, dam 
failure (M2) it is only possible for moraine- or ice-dammed lakes because they are 
composed of more water-permeable material. 
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Figure 2.3 Schematic mechanism of GLOFs. (A) Shows mechanism (M1) – dam 

overtopping. (B) shows mechanism (M2) – subtypes incision and breaching. (C) shows 
mechanism (M2) – subtype direct rupture. (D) shows mechanism (M2) – subtype piping 

and seepage. Figure from Emmer (2017) 

2.2 Why Study GLOFs? 
Glacier ice loss, from changing climatic conditions, can be observed in glaciated areas in 
both high-latitude (arctic and subarctic) regions and high-altitude (mountainous) areas. 
Glacier retreat is followed by various processes such as the formation of glacial lakes and 
GLOFs (Clague et al., 2012; Clague & Evans, 1994). GLOFs and glacial lakes have been 
the focus of past research to further understand processes like erosion-accumulation 
interactions, sediment dynamics, paleoenvironment reconstructions, and hazard assessment 
and mitigation (Carrivick & Tweed, 2013; O‘Connor & Costa, 2004; Carrivick & Tweed, 
2016; Emmer, 2017). By understanding the created landforms, one can stitch together the 
past processes to understand the deposition of debris and flow properties of the flood.  

2.3 GLOFs in Iceland 
In Iceland, glacial-lake outburst floods are termed the Icelandic name jökulhlaup (jökull – 
glacier; hlaup – run, flood). Much of the understanding of GLOFs and their mechanisms 
have originated from Iceland. However, a majority of GLOFs in Iceland are triggered by 
geothermal activity under ice caps (Figure 2.4) (Björnsson, 2002, 2004). Jökulhlaups that 
have occurred in Iceland have posed significant natural hazards to human populations, 
farmland, infrastructure, and hydro-electric facilities on glacial rivers (Carrivick & Tweed, 
2019).  
 
Iceland has seen extreme landscape changes, erosional and depositional, resulting from 
jökulhlaups that have occurred. Whether it has been eroding large bedrock canyons or 
transporting large amounts of sediment onto outwash plains, the land system changes 
frequently from these high-energy flooding events (Baynes et al., 2015).  
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Figure 2.4 Icecaps in Iceland, with triangles signifying volcanoes around Eyjafjallajökull 
and Katla. The figure is from Kirkbride & Dugmore (2008) 

Erosional and depositional features of jökulhlaups preserved in the geologic record are 
often formed in very short time periods. It is still in question to what extent volcanogenic 
floods can be used to understand jökulhlaup hydrology since each flood exhibits a different 
runoff rate based on the mechanisms of water release (Roberts, 2005; Carrivick & Tweed, 
2019).  
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3 Paraglacial Rock Slope Failures 
 

3.1 Glacial Retreat and Slope Failures 
Glacier retreat and thinning are often accompanied by paraglacial slope failures 
(Ballantyne, 2002). Slope failures can occur in numerous ways: Deep-seated gravitational 
slope deformations such as deep-seated gravitational slope deformation (DSGSD) 
(McLean, 1976; Bovis, 1982, 1990; Blair, 1994; Bovis & Stewart, 1998; Corsini et al., 
2005; El Bedoui et al., 2009; Le Roux et al., 2009; Gischig et al., 2010; Cody et al., 2020), 
rockfall from debuttressing of glacially oversteepened rock walls (Ballantyne, 2002; 
McColl, 2010), rock avalanches, debris flows, ice mass distribution from warming climate 
(McColl, 2012), pose a significant natural hazard in these glaciated landscapes. Evans & 
Clague (1988, 1994) discovered that „slopes adjacent to glaciers that have significantly 
thinned and retreated since the Little Ice Age (LIA) are particularly prone to landslides“ 
(Figure 3.1), which suggests that rock slope failure is a critical characteristic of a 
paraglacial response to glacier retreat (Ballantyne, 2002). This presents a very important 
understanding of the linked relationship between glacial retreat and slope failure, and how 
climate and deglaciation will continue to affect high mountain regions.  
 
Rock-slope stability is primarily controlled by rock-mass properties. Many studies have 
identified the fundamental control of paraglacial rock slope failure distributions (Bovis, 
1982; Augustinus, 1992, 1995a; Alexandrowicz, 1997; McColl, 2012) showed, that 
steeping and debuttressing occurred in every glaciated valet, however not every slope 
failed. The lithology and rock structure are (pre-conditioning) factors that provide 
significant control of stability and the distribution of slope failures (Thorarinsson et al., 
1959; Beck, 1968). When considering slope-failure patterns one must understand the rock 
strength, deformability, bedding, foliation, joints, and faults in response to their 
orientations (McColl, 2012).  
 
Landslides are important to understand since they dominate erosional processes and 
contribute to sediment redistribution in mountainous regions where glaciers have retreated 
(McColl, 2012). Understanding landslide activity through glacial cycles is critical to 
understanding their hazards and sediment flux (Holm et al., 2004).  
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Figure 3.1 Model of a glacial valley cross-section development on bedrock with low rock 

mass strength during repeated glaciation. Figure from Augustinus (1995b) and Ballantyne 
(2002) 

There are numerous different triggering mechanisms for landslides: increased pore-water 
in the bedrock due to rain/snowmelt (Wyrwoll, 1977; McColl, 2012; Marcer et al., 2020), 
seismicity (McColl, 2012; Ballantyne & Stone, 2013), erosion at the toe (Bovis, 1982; 
McColl, 2010), glacial debuttressing (Ballantyne, 2002; McColl, 2010). It was reported 
that the retreat of glaciers during the end of the Little Ice Age (LIA), caused an increase in 
landslide activity (McColl, 2012; Pawluszek et al., 2019). These landslides were typically 
larger failures or were attributed to the dominant triggering mechanisms (André, 1986, 
1997; Dadson & Church, 2005; McColl, 2012).  
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Figure 3.2 Conceptualization of the landslide. A schematic illustration of a rotational 

landslide that transitioned into an earthflow. Figure from Highland and Bobrowsky (2008) 

Rotational landslides are defined as a landslide on which the surface of rupture is curved 
upward (spoon-shaped and the slide movement is rotational about an axis that is parallel to 
the contour of the slope (Figure 3.2) (Highland & Bobrowsky, 2008). Rotational slides 
occur most frequently in homogenous materials („fill“ materials). The triggering 
mechanism of rotational landslides is intense and sustained rainfall or rapid snowmelt 
which can lead to saturation of slopes increasing groundwater levels within the mass 
(Highland & Bobrowsky, 2008). Historical slides can potentially be reactivated where 
cracks at the tops (heads) of slopes indicate initiation of failures (Highland & Bobrowsky, 
2008). 
 
A landslide located near Roznów Lake in Poland, experience a rotational motion 
(Pawluszek et al., 2019). The rotation and pressure creates transverse cracks, ridges, and a 
plethora of geomorphological features (Figure 3.2, Table 3.1). To reconstruct landslides 
and their morphology, numerous remote sensing techniques are being utilized such as 
airborne laser scanners (ALS), high resolution (≤ 3 m) digital elevation models 
(HRDEMs), and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) (Pawluszek et al., 2019).  
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Table 3.1 Characteristics of landslide features. (Modified based on Van Den Eeckhaut et 
al, 2012; Pawluszek et al., 2019) 

 

3.2 Tsunamigenic Landslides 
As mentioned in Section 3.2, an increase in landslides can be expected in response to 
glacier retreat in high mountain regions (McColl, 2012; Dufresne et al., 2018). Rock slope 
failures create highly fragmented deposits during their runout. Catastrophic gravitational 
mass movements that move into bodies of water, create landslide-induced impulse waves 
or tsunamigenic waves due to water displacement. Based on the location of the landslide 
there are three possible types of waves – one, those created by underwater landslides; two, 
those induced by partially submerged landslides; and third, those induced by subaerial 
landslides (Haung et al., 2017).  
 
Landslides can cause displacement waves in oceans (e.g Fjords, steep sea cliffs), but also 
in smaller bodies of water like lakes (Schaub et al., 2013; Klimeš et al., 2016) with the 
collapse of soil, rock, or snow avalanches. Experimental models have been created based 
on these physical phenomena, where a rectangular glass tank 2 m long and 30 cm high and 
l = 15 cm wide is filled with water over a height h0 (Robbe-Saule et al., 2020). Upon 
opening the sliding gate, it was observed that the motion of the subaerial granular column 
collapses into the free-water surface, generating a wave. 
 
The wave dynamics of the granular collapse are illuminated by a halogen lamp and were 
imaged by a camera located in the sidewall of the tank. In this study, roughly 10 runs were 
performed with the same configurations, and a small (~10%) dispersion of results was 
observed in all measured quantities (Robbe-Saule et al., 2020).  
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Figure 3.3 Sequence of images showing the generation of a wave by the collapse of a 

granular column with an initial aspect ratio a = 2.5 (H0 = 41 cm and L0 = 16.5 cm) and 
volume V = 10.2 dm3 of 5 mm glass beads into h0 = 5 cm of water; (i) and (j) corresponds 
to enlarged views of (g) and (h). The red line (i) indicates the imbibition front separating 
the dry from the wet granular media. The time t = 0 is defined as the time from which the 

door starts to rise. Figure is taken from Robbe-Saule et al. (2020) 

The experiment showed that the amplitude and width initially increase (Figure 3.3, b–d). 
Then the wave becomes steeper over time until the wavefront becomes vertical and propels 
forward (Figure 3.3e). The wave then collapses down to the surface due to gravity, causing 
a breaking wave (Figure 3.3f-h). The timelapse (Figure 3.3), highlights the three different 
phases: the water, the grains, and the air trapped between grains (Robbe-Saule et al., 2020).  
 
This study shows that the entry of granular materials into water creates a wave. The 
air/liquid dynamics move in a very similar way to a piston, which is dependent on the 
initial geometry of the column, the initial height of release, but also on the particular aspect 
ratio of debris to water (Robbe-Saule et al., 2020).  
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3.3 Palaeoflood Hydrology 
When furthering human understanding of GLOFs, hydrology and flow dynamics are 
essential to compiling a complete picture. Palaeoflood calculations provide an estimation 
of the magnitude of past flood events (Baker, 2008; Stokes et al., 2012). Many different 
approaches are used to measure flow dynamics. Stokes et al. (2012) used two basic 
approaches to quantify paleo discharge estimates: (1) Flow competence by estimating the 
flood flow velocity required to move the maximum boulder size observed; (2) flow regime 
theory based on reconstructions of hydraulic geometry of river terrace palaeo-
channel/valley.  
 
Applying the boulder method (1), the method calculates the minimum critical force 
required to move the boulder. Some field data is required to complete these calculations. 
One must collect dimension data of the boulder (length, width, and height), average 
channel width, slope, and roughness of the channel (Clarke, 1996; Stokes et al., 2012).  

3.4 Geomorphologic Features of GLOFs 
Identification and interpretation of landslide deposits are critical to understanding an event. 
Morphological features such as (hummocks, ridges, and boulder erratics) can be used to 
determine the progression of landslides (Dufresne et al., 2018). Stratigraphy is generally 
preserved within landslide debris, especially in large (>106 m3) landslides (Dufresne et al., 
2009, 2018). In a study by Dufresne et al. (2018), source stratigraphy was broken into a 
three-unit conceptual model (Figure 3.4): (1) a course, largely unfragmented upper unit, (2) 
a finer-grained body facies of diverse sedimentology, and (3) a basal facies or mixed zone 
in contact and often mixed with runout path sediments is often described (Dunning, 2004; 
Shugar & Clague, 2011; Dufresne et al., 2016b, 2018). 
 
Hummock deposits are important features when understanding the reworking of debris 
from a landslide. Some morphological parameters that can help to reconstruct the 
geomorphological history together are (1) hummock location (e.g. proximal or distal from 
the landslide; subaerial or submarine), (2) hummock size (e.g >10 m or <10 m), (3) 
hummock geometry (e.g. any common ridge crest direction). A study conducted by 
Dufresne et al. (2018) in the Taan Fiord, Alaska, found that hummocks were deposited 
both subaerial and submarine and that the submarine hummocks were generally smaller 
than ~10 m in height and subaerial hummocks were observed to be anywhere between 5-35 
m in height (Figure 3.5). They also found that the landslide flow direction-controlled 
orientation of the hummocks (NE).  
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Figure 3.4 (A) Aerial view of the supraglacial landslide deposit and slumped debris in the 

source area; red lines are slumps/normal faults, blue lines are active fluvial channels 
eroding deep gullies into the debris, white dashed-dotted line traces the approximate 
margin of Tyndall Glaciers. (B) Conceptual sketch as a potential explanation for the 

tripped appearance of the debris. Figure from Dufresne et al. (2018) 

 
To further understand the morphology, detailed sedimentology and structural analysis of 
the subaerial landslide debris showed the emplacement dynamics, such as spreading 
directions to reconstruct the paths of motion (Figure 3.5). This is important for 
reconstructing and understanding ancient deposits of unknown origins (Dufresne et al., 
2018).  
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Figure 3.5 Hummocks on land, outlined in black; blue lines are ridge crests, and the 
arrows show the motion direction of the debris deduced from geomorphometric and 

structural data. Dashed lines show the deposit margin against the cliff bottom and dead ice 
mounds. Figure from Dufresne et al. (2018) 
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Figure 3.6 (A) Spatial distribution of hummocks of landslide L3. Arrows show the direction 
of landslide motion (from north to south). Purple rectangles show the minimum boundary 
geometry. Green points indicate the length-width ratio (L/W). Hummocks with an L/W > 2 

have a more ridge-like form (Dufresne & David, 2009). (B) Orientation of hummocks 
using their long axis. (C)Orientation of hummocks weighted by area. Figure from Pánek et 

al. (2020) 

Hummock patterns can be seen in several examples of tsunamigenic landslides, and in 
some cases may exhibit no apparent orientation or size distribution (Dufresne et al., 2018; 
Pánek et al., 2020). However, it has been observed that the further from the source a 
secondary group of smaller hummocks are in the particular runout direction (Figure 3.6) 
(Pánek et al., 2020). If the distal hummocks do not display any preferred orientation this 
may indicate rapid radial spreading of the landslide debris on a saturated substrate (Wang 
et al., 2019; Pánek et al., 2020). 
 
Other morphological features of importance for identifying GLOFs are kettle holes. Kettle 
holes are formed by the melting of buried ice that was deposited in a proglacial 
environment from a flood (Fay, 2002). Very little research has been conducted on the 
impact of ice blocks on glacial outwash plains following jökulhlaups or GLOFs (Maizels, 
1992; Fay, 2002). In numerous studies, inaccuracies in the morphology of kettle holes have 
led to invalid palaeoflood reconstructions (Fay, 2002).  
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Steep-walled and inverse conical kettle holes are typically found where sediment flux is 
high (Fay, 2002). In a study by Fay (2002) two types of steep-walled kettle holes were 
identified in post-jökulhlaup environments: Type A, is defined by a shallow circular 
depression formed in coarse-grained, clast supported sediments with vertical to inward-
dipping walls whose base is a coherent block of streambed sediment; Type B, is defined by 
up to 4.5 m deep circular pit, formed in coarse-grained sediments dominated by matrix 
support or in entirely fine-grained sediments, with steeply dipping to overhanging walls 
(Fay, 2002). 
 
Hummocky topography generally forms around numerous closely-spaced grounded ice 
blocks which act as a focus for the rapid deposition of fine-grained sediment in the waning 
stage of the flood (Fay, 2002). Steep-walled and inverse-conical kettle holes typically 
result from subsidence over smaller ice blocks being completely buried by rapid sediment 
deposition. Understanding the deposition and spatial distribution of kettle holes allows 
further understanding of flow conditions, sediment concentration, and physical conditions 
of ice-block size and deposition (Maizels, 1992; Fay, 2002). 
 
Canyons and narrow valleys are significantly affected by high-energy flooding events from 
deposition and abrasion. For example, Northern Iceland has experienced numerous historic 
flooding events (Carrivick et al., 2004; Baynes et al., 2015). A study by Baynes et al. 
(2015), discusses the geomorphological features for distinguishing the impact of extreme 
flooding events in bedrock-channeled valleys. Features typically vary in scale, defined as 
either microforms (e.g. potholes, flutes, grooves; Hancock et al., 1998; Whipple et al., 
2000; Richardson & Carling, 2005), mesoforms (e.g. dunes, bars, kettled surfaces; Baker, 
1973; Maizels, 1995; Carling et al., 2002; Fay, 2002), or macroforms (e.g. cataracts, deep 
trench-shaped valleys, boulder terraces; Baker, 1973; Baynes et al., 2015; Kehew & Lord, 
1986; Lamb et al., 2008, 2014). By identifying the distribution and emplacement of these 
geomorphological features, establishing flood parameters becomes possible (Baynes et al., 
2015). 
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4 Regional Setting and Study Area 

4.1 Glacial History of Iceland 
In most regions of the world, glaciers are losing mass as the direct result of global climate 
temperature rise. The majority of temperature increase is in response to the increased 
accumulation of greenhouse gas emissions in the atmosphere (Vaughan et al., 2013; Zemp 
et al., 2019; Belart et al., 2019; Aðalgeirsdóttir et al., 2020). With improving satellite 
technology and remote sensing methods, more observations of glacier mass balance are 
becoming available.  
 
Located in the North Atlantic Ocean, Iceland experiences a maritime climate with 
temperate summers, mild winters, and in certain regions very high precipitation. Today, 
temperate glaciers cover roughly 10% of Iceland (Figure 4.1), with the largest ice cap, 
Vatnajökull, covering ~7,700 km2 and ~2,870 km3 in 2019 (Björnsson & Pálsson, 2008; 
Aðalgeirsdóttir et al., 2020). The number of glaciers monitored in Iceland has decreased 
since the inventory update in 2017, declaring some as disappeared or dead ice (Sigurðsson 
et al., 2017). 
 

 
Figure 4.1 Map of Iceland showing glacier distribution. Pie chart in the bottom right 

shows relative sizes of glaciers in 2017 (Hannesdóttir et al., 2020) in percentage; 
Vatnajökull (V), Langjökull (L), Hofsjökull (H), and the smaller glaciers grouped as Om in 
the chart: Drangajökull, Snæfellsjökull, Eyjafjallajökull, Tindfjallajökull, Mýrdalsjökull, 

Þrándarjökull, Tungnafellsjökull, Hrútfellsjökull, Eiríksjökull and Barkárrdals- and 
Tungnahryggsjökull, considered as one glacier unit on Tröllaskagi. Unmeasured glaciers 

(Ou) correspond to ~1.3% of the total area in 2019 (Hannesdóttir et al., 2020) The town of 
Stykkishólmur is shown with a purple dot to show where temperature records exist since 

the mid-19th century. The figure is taken from Aðalgeirsdóttir et al.(2020) 
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Since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) the Iceland Ice Sheet (IIS) has been observed to 
respond abruptly based on ocean currents and sea-level changes (Figure 4.2). Deglaciation 
corresponded, not only with climatic warming but also with volcanic activity and the 
formation of glacial lakes in Iceland. These glacial lakes were eventually the source of 
high-energy floods, jökulhlaups, which evidence of jökulhlaups during deglaciation was 
found in coastal regions in the South, West, and North Iceland (Tomasson, 1993; Baynes et 
al., 2015; Carrivick & Tweed, 2019; Geirsdóttir et al., 2009). 
  
Records based on climate proxies, such as lacustrine and marine sediment, show that rapid 
deglaciation began in Iceland around 15 ka (Geirsdóttir et al., 2009), and the initial marine-
terminating IIS became restricted to land (Figure 4.2). General warming and deglaciation 
were in response to the northward movement of warm Atlantic Ocean surface waters (Koc 
& Jansen, 1994; Andrews & Giraudeau, 2003; Davis et al., 2003; Anderson et al., 2004; 
Kaufman et al., 2004; Knudsen et al., 2004; Moros et al., 2004; Geirsdóttir et al., 2006; 
Ólafsdóttir et al., 2008), and it was found that peak summer temperatures in Iceland 
occurred after ~8 ka (Geirsdóttir et al., 2009).  
 

 
Figure 4.2 (A) Inferred Last Glacial Maximum, (B) Younger Dryas, (C) PreBoreal, glacier 

extent in Iceland. Figure from Geirsdóttir et al. (2009) 
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Glaciers in Iceland have been frequently studied due to their proximity to populated 
communities. Glacier retreat had been observed in the early 20th century, and because of 
this in 1930, a country‘s voluntary monitoring program was started (Eyþórsson, 1963; 
Sigurðsson, 2005; Aðalgeirsdóttir et al., 2020). This program transitioned into the 
Icelandic Glaciological Society (founded in 1950) and they continue glacier monitoring to 
this day (Björnsson, 2017; Aðalgeirsdóttir et al., 2020).  
 
The Global Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) definition describes a glacier as 
(Raup & Khalsa, 2010, p. 4): “A glacier or perennial snow mass, identified by a single 
GLIMS glacier ID, consists of a body of ice and snow that is observed at the end of the 
melt season. . . . This includes, at a minimum, all tributaries and connected feeders that 
contribute ice to the main glacier, plus all debris-covered parts of it. Excluded is all 
exposed ground, including nunataks.”. In contrast, the International Association of 
Hydrological Sciences (IAHS) defines a glacier (Cogley et al., 2011, p. 45) as: “A 
perennial mass of ice, and possibly firm and snow, originating on the land surface by the 
recrystallization of snow or other forms of solid precipitation and showing evidence of past 
or present flow”. 
 
The Icelandic glacier outline data set was intended for GLIMS but was not entirely 
possible to adhere to the complete definition due to the many different origins of glacier 
extent data (Hannesdóttir et al., 2020). Challenges to defining glacier extent and 
boundaries of debris-covered glaciers, which based on the GLIMS definitions lie within 
the glacier polygon, occur where the debris-covered glacier snouts are no longer attached 
to the outlet glacier. When these glacier parts detach from the active glacier, they enter flat 
proglacial areas defined by flood plain, often crossed by glacial rivers (Hannesdóttir et al., 
2020).  
 
Country-wide glacier advances were observed during the LIA in Iceland, in which most 
glaciers reached their greatest historical extent in the late 19th century (Belart et al., 2019; 
Aðalgeirsdóttir et al., 2020). Scientific studies on glacier changes in the LIA have been 
based on dating proglacial landforms, such as moraines, sediment cores, and lakes 
proximal to glaciers. Many glaciers began to retreat from their maximum LIA end 
moraines in the last decades of the 19th century. In the 1930s, retreat accelerated due to 
warming. In the 1940s, the retreat of glaciers slowed and many glaciers surged, halted, or 
readvanced in the time between 1960 and 1995 (Hannesdóttir et al., 2020). In Iceland, most 
glaciers began to retreat rapidly toward the end of the 20th century. These changes in 
glacier ice prove a clear relationship between climate and glacier retreat/advance. 

4.2 South Iceland Climate 
Low-pressure systems can sometimes become stationary for days east or southeast of Cape 
Farewell in Greenland. Simultaneously, an anticyclone is usually situated over western 
Europe. Iceland, however, is dominated by tropical air that travels from the South Atlantic. 
This air is stable in the lower layers over the cool sea surface, which results in fog and 
precipitation in southern Iceland. With strong winds, orographic rain is also common in 
south Iceland (Einarsson, 1984).  
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Studies show that from the end of the last glacial period, average temperature in Iceland 
has been about 4°C. Iceland is on the verge of cold-tempered and Arctic climate heavily 
affected by climate change. In the 19th century, Iceland temperatures have significantly 
increased (Figure 4.3). Warming is calculated at ~0.8°C per century, which is comparable 
to global warming conditions and projections (Björnsson et al., 2018). Temperature does 
tend to vary throughout different regions of Iceland. Temperatures on the south coast are 
generally above 5.0°C, but generally are 4.0-5.0°C in South Iceland (Vík) and are slightly 
cooler in western Iceland, northern Iceland, and the highlands (Einarsson, 1984; Björnsson 
et al., 2018). 

 
Figure 4.3 Mean annual summer (MJJAS) temperatures at Stykkishólmur in W-Iceland 

from the 19th century to 2019 together with the 10-year weighted running mean (Gaussian 
smoothing). The figure is from Hannesdóttir et al. (2020) 

Holocene proxy records (Figure 4.4), show that paleoclimate temperature fluctuated 
greatly through periods of glacial advance and retreat. Neoglacial cooling has occurred 
many different times, generally in response to climatic shifts in ocean cycles, having a 
substantial effect on the general average temperature of Iceland. These temperature 
changes not only affect the temperature, but flora and fauna responses, glacial changes, and 
overall weather of the region. 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of Holocene records in Iceland and the 65°N July isolation. (A) 
Marine sediment core from Jökuldjúp, Southwest Iceland based on benthic foraminifera 
record of 100-yr resolution (Ólafsdóttir et al., 2006,2008), (B) Hestvatn, South Iceland 
(Hannesdóttir, 2006), (C) Transfer function of a fjord sediment core from Jokulfirdir, 

Northwest Iceland based on benthic foraminifera record of 100-yr resolution (Ólafsdóttir 
et al., 2006,2008), (D) Biogenic silica record from Haukadalsvatn Northwest Iceland 
(Geirsdóttir et al., 2009), (E) Biogenic silica record from Hvítárvatn South-Central 

Iceland (Black, 2008), (F) Chironomid July temperature record from Stora Vidarvatn, 
Northeast Iceland (Axford et al., 2007, 2009), (G) 65°N July insolation curve (Berger and 
Loutre, 1991). The thick black line in columns (A)-(E) are 10-point running means. Shaded 

intervals show inferred periods of Neoglacial Cooling. Figure from Geirsdóttir et al. 
(2009) 

Precipitation in Iceland usually falls with winds from the east and south, which arrive from 
cyclones traveling up the Atlantic Ocean from the southwest. The autumn and winter 
months report the highest precipitation records in Iceland, with the maximum occurring in 
October. October records contribute ~12% of the total annual precipitation, and between 
October to March consists of 50–65% of the annual precipitation in south Iceland 
(Einarsson, 1984; Rögnvaldsson et al., 2007). Between 1980 – 2015, Iceland experienced 
increased annual precipitation from about 1500 mm – 1700 mm (Björnsson et al., 2018).  
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Figure 4.5 Mean annual precipitation between March 1988 through February 2003 as 
simulated by the MM5 model. Dashed lines show the NW, NE, SE, and SW quadrants. 

Figure from Rögnvaldsson et al. (2007) 

Ice caps in Iceland are generally located in the southern and central highlands. Prevailing 
southerly winds deliver a substantial amount of precipitation to these regions, typically to 
Iceland‘s south coast (Figure 4.5) (Hannesdóttir et al., 2020). On average, precipitation in 
the upper accumulation area of Vatnajökull and Mýrdalsjökull ice caps ranges between 
4000–5000 mm a-1, and at a maximum of ~10,000 mm a-1 (Crochet et al., 2007; Björnsson 
& Pálsson, 2008; Björnsson, 2009, 2017; Hannesdóttir, 2020).  
 
Temperature and thermal conditions within a glacier/ice cap control the flow and 
hydrology dynamics of the region. Iceland‘s glaciers are characterized as temperate 
glaciers (Björnsson, 2009).  
 
In this study, the focus highlights the Eyjafjallajökull ice cap and glacial geomorphology of 
one of the northern outlet glaciers: Steinsholtsjökull. The Eyjafjallajökull ice cap has 
experienced significant glacial changes to its extent and boundaries over the past century 
(Figure 4.6), particularly at its outlet glaciers (Figure 4.7).  
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Figure 4.6 The extent of Mýrdalsjökull ice cap and Eyjafjallajökull ice cap at various 

years since the LIA maximum in ~1890. (G) Gígjökull, (S) Steinsholtsjökull, (F) 
Frimmvörðuháls. Figure from Hannesdóttir et al. (2020) 

Figure 4.7 illustrates how the Eyjafjallajökull ice cap retreated from 1945–1960, advanced 
between 1960–1994, and then retreated again from 1994–2014 (Hannesdóttir et al., 2020; 
Belart et al., 2019). The northern outlet glaciers show more rapid changes than the 
southern outlets. This suggests that there is faster ice motion in the northern ice catchments 
than there is in the southern catchments (Belart et al., 2019). This observation explains 
why between 1960–1980 the northern outlet glaciers were advancing while the southeast 
and southwest outlets were still in retreat (Figure 4.7).  
 
In general, the geodetic mass balance was higher in times with lower temperatures and 
higher precipitation, whereas it was lower in times with higher temperatures and lower 
precipitation (Belart et al., 2019). Understanding glacier adjustments in different climates 
requires analysis between climate and mass balance. In general, climatic changes quickly 
affect glaciers whereas mass balance records typically take longer (~1 year). Volcanic 
activity can affect the mass balance of the icecap (Figure 4.7), however, in the study by 
Belart et al. (2019), aerial images show no clear signs of volcanic activity. 
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Figure 4.7 Time series of elevation changes of Eyjafjallajökull. The dDEMs were plotted 
with the acquisition dates relative to the 1st of October. Red and yellow colors indicate 

lowering, and cyan and blue indicate thickening. A continuous black polygon and a dashed 
black polygon indicate the ice cap extent. The three bottom images show the total elevation 

changes during multi-decadal time periods, 1960-1994, 1994-2014, and 1945-2014. 
Figure from Belart et al. (2019) 

4.3 The Steinsholtshlaup GLOF 
The Icelandic term Steinsholtshlaup where Steinsholt, is the name given to a sector of the 
northern flank of Eyjafjallajökull and hlaup is defined as a combination of rock and water. 
The original observations of this event were recorded by Kjartansson (1967).  The GLOF 
in Steinsholtsdalur on January 15th, 1967, originated from rockslide debris falling atop the 
Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier and into the Steinsholtslón proglacial lake. The rockslide 
debris caused significant deformation and likely melting on Steinsholtsjökull from where 
the debris entered Steinsholtslón. This motion created a large displacement wave that 
moved down Steinsholtsdalur and eventually out into the Markarfljót flood plain. The 
flood contained a significant amount of debris, which created extensive erosional and 
depositional features in the proglacial area. Geomorphological features like large 
hummock assemblages, kettle holes, and boulder bars were left behind, and by studying 
them one can reconstruct processes that occurred during the GLOF (Figure 4.8). 
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4.3.1 Geographical and Geologic Setting 

Steinsholtsjökull and Steinsholtsdalur are located on the northern flank of the 
Eyjafjallajökull ice cap in South Iceland (Figure 4.8). Steinsholtsdalur exhibits a very 
unique shape due to the recession and advance of the Steinsholtsjökull. From 
Steinsholtsjökull glacier toe, the valley runs north and then takes a bend to the west 
heading down Steinsholtsdalur for 2.5 km. The north of the valley is constrained by a ridge 
called Suðurhlíðar, that separates the Krossá river valley from Steinsholtsdalur. Then the 
valley turns again to the north through a narrow channel between the Gígjökull lateral 
moraine and Suðurhlíðar ridge, into Markarfljót outwash plain. The south side of 
Steinsholtsdalur is delimited by steep cliffs of Eyjafjallajökull volcano which are cut by 
several narrow canyons. One of these peaks in these cliffs is called Mt. Innstihaus, which 
rises above the Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier.  
 

 
Figure 4.8 (A) Shows the locations of glaciers in Iceland. The red box highlights 

Eyjafjallajökull in south Iceland. (B) Shows the location of the outlet glacier 
Steinsholtsjökull, image is taken from map.is. (C) Orthoimage from 2019 showing 

Steinsholtdalur valley and location names. Image is taken from map.is. 

Mt. Innstihaus and the rockslide debris consist of a late Pleistocene subaqueous, volcanic 
sequence common in South Iceland (Figure 4.9). The most commonly observed lithology 
is móberg, or hyaloclastite, made of fine-grained, glassy volcanic particles (Kjartansson, 
1967). Hyaloclastite is formed by explosive volcanism and ice/water interaction (Bergh & 
Sigvaldason, 1991). Steinsholtsdalur also exhibits dipped/daylight lava layers with 
interbedded sedimentary diamictite units (Bergh & Sigvaldason, 1991). A rough 
stratification is observable on the rockslide scar. The lava layers dip/daylight at ~8°N 
almost at a right angle to the direction of sliding (Kjartansson, 1967). The summit of Mt. 
Innstihaus is capped by heavily-jointed crystalline, entablature basalt (Kjartansson, 1967). 
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Figure 4.9 The bedrock geology of Eyjafjallajökull with bedrock captions (right) and the 

location of Steinsholtsjökull (red box). The figure is adapted from ÍSOR (jardfraedikort.is) 

Móberg, or hyaloclastite, is the dominant lithology on the northern flank of Eyjafjallajökull 
(light brown in Figure 4.9). However, the majority of rhyolite and lavas are also observed 
as the base bedrock unit through Steinsholt valleys (Figure 4.9). 

4.3.2 Glaciological Setting 

Steinsholtsjökull is confined within steep-valley walls to the east and west and a proglacial 
lake to the north. Four separate terminal moraines are visible in the 1946 aerial 
photographs, however, they were overrun by the rockslide in 1967 (Kirkbride & Dugmore, 
2008). Their lateral continuations were preserved on the broad ridge of Suðurhlíðar, which 
showed boulder ridges up to 5 m in height and were deposited by a lateral lobe of 
Steinsholtsjökull glacier (SW1 to SW5 and SE1 to SE6, as seen in Figure 4.10) (Kirkbride 
& Dugmore, 2008). In Steinsholtsdalur (Figure 4.10), SW1 was assigned to an early 20th-
century date due to the absence of tephra from the 1918 Katla volcanic eruption within the 
area of the moraine, and due to the advance being shown in the SE1 proximal moraine as 
well (Kirkbride & Dugmore, 2008). Both Steinsholtsjökull and Gígjökull 19th-century 
moraines were well preserved. Lichenometry dated moraine SW2 to 1861 AD, where the 
assigned ages are consistent with tephra isochrons in adjacent inter-moraine furrows 
(Kirkbride & Dugmore, 2001a; Kirkbride & Dugmore, 2008). Lastly, SW3 and SW4 were 
given mid-18th century dates based on being bracketed by Katla 1721 and 1755 tephras 
(Kirkbride & Dugmore, 2008). 
 
Stratigraphic columns were used to identify the layering and timing of volcanic eruptions, 
as well as a record of when glacial retreat and advances occurred. To infer the glacial 
advances and correlations between Gígjökull and Steinsholtsjökull outlet glaciers 
highlighting Gígjökull and Steinsholtsjökull moraines and their approximate dates based 
on tephrochronology and lichenometry (Kirkbride & Dugmore, 2008). 
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Figure 4.10 The geomorphology of the Suðurhlíðar interfluve at Steinsholtsjökull, with 

individual moraines, spillways, lichen survey sites, and soil pits labeled. Also shown are 
the dates derived from tephrochronology and lichenometry. Figure from Kirkbride & 

Dugmore (2008) 

4.3.3 Steinsholtshlaup – Previous Research 

All previous knowledge about the Steinsholtshlaup comes from a study by Kjartansson 
(1967) summarized below. No other studies have been published on the event. 
 
The following three phases have been summarized by Kjartansson (1967): 
 
FIRST PHASE: ROCKSLIDE 
 
The Steinsholtshlaup event began as a rockslide from the eastern side of Mt. Innstihaus 
which moved down onto the glacier. Roughly 7–8 years before the event, shepherds from 
neighboring farms noticed a narrow „bottomless“ crack running along the ridge-shaped 
summit of Mt. Innstihaus. The crack widened year by year and seemed more apparent over 
time. In autumn of 1966, the crack had become 1 ft wide. On Sunday, January 15th, 1967, 
at roughly 13:47, after a few days of heavy rain and snowmelt, the mountainside east of the 
fracture slid down the slope. 
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Figure 4.10 (a) scar left on the mountainside, removed rock; (a1) removed the ice, moraine, 
and talus; (b) heap of rock debris; (c) sheet of debris, consisting of rock and ice, covering 
the glacier; (c1) wall of ice blocks marking the border of the hlaup track; (d) new cliff formed 
by the rockslide; (d1) slide plane; (e) glacier; (f) scree; (g) mountain slope before rockslide. 
Figure from Kjartansson (1967) 

The beginning of the rockslide was determined by an earth tremor registered at the 
seismological station at Kirkjubæjarklaustur, 75 km east of Steinsholtsjökull. Information 
from the Geophysical Section of the Meteorological Office in Reykjavík informed 
Kjartansson that the tremor consisted of microseismic surface waves of unusual character, 
beginning at 13:47:55 and lasting for 2 minutes. It was concluded that the earth tremor was 
synchronous with the rockslide from Innstihaus. 
 
The resulting scar extends almost straight north-south for most of its length and rose ~320 
m above the glacier. The scarp has a smooth face showing clear horizontal geologic layers. 
However, in profile, the scarp is curved after 100 m of almost vertical the scar gradually 
decreases in a slope towards its foot. The scarp disappears underneath a large heap of 
debris, but it is expected to extend underneath the debris. 
 
SECOND PHASE: FRAGMENTED ROCK AND ICE MIXED WITH WATER 
 
A considerable amount of the rock debris from the rockslide did not come to rest below the 
scar but was transported further. The glacier tongue became covered in an almost 
continuous sheet 2–5 m in thickness of rock and ice. Ice fragments dominated the right 
(east) side of the glaciers and rock fragments dominated the left (west) side of the glacier 
tongue (Figure 4.11). Debris was not limited to the surface of the glacier, as ice blocks 
were seen thrown up to a distinct height on the steep valley slopes. 
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Figure 4.11 Deposits of the rockslide from Mt. Innstihaus. (1) scar, a in rock, b in ice; (2) 
heap of slidden and fallen rocks, 10–75 m thick; (3) heaps of ice blocks with a little mixed 
rock debris, >10 m thick; (4) cover of debris, consisting of rock and ice resting on glaciers 
tongue <10 m thick; (5) rock debris <5 m thick; (6) scattered blocks of rocks and ice; (7) 
wall of ice fragments bordering the hlaup track; (8) less conspicuous margin of the hlaup 

track. Figure from Kjartansson (1967) 

In front of the glacier tongue, the rushing mass of rock and ice fragments swept the water 
from Steinsholtslón with it. The proglacial lake was not drained by lowering by erosion, 
but instead by water displacement creating a translatory wave. The lake outlet rose around 
7 m due to debris deposition (Kjartansson, 1967).  
 
No echo-sounding of Steinsholtslón has been conducted to measure its depth. Hence, 
making it impossible to know if a similar or thicker sheet of debris was deposited on the 
bottom of the lake. It must be assumed that the lake water was completely displaced by the 
rockslide debris. However, two days after the event a new lake had formed in the basin and 
a new outlet developed (Kjartansson, 1967).  
 
THIRD PHASE: FLOOD INTO MARKARFLJÓT 
 
As the wave was ejected uphill out of the basin, it rose ~100 m tall spilling out over the 
side of the valley and also down Steinsholtsdalur (Kjartansson, 1967). The height of the 
flood decreased as a whole towards the mouth of the valley. But at the bend of the valley, 
the flood limit lies much higher on the concave, than on the convex, side. 
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Figure 4.12 The valley of Markarfljót – arrows show the track of the hlaup. Figure from 

Kjartansson (1967) 

Once the wave reached the end of Steinsholtsdalur the flood spread out into Markarfjlót 
outwash plain (Figure 4.12). There the flood traveled over a plain of alluvium with braided 
rivers for 35 km and in places up to 2 km wide along the northern and western margin of 
Eyjafjallajökull until it reached the coast southwest of the volcano. 
 
The earth tremor which was registered at Kirkjubæjarklaustur indicates that the flood 
started as a rockslide at 13:47. Eyewitnesses to the flood in Markarfljót recorded that the 
flood reached Mt. Þórólfsfell, 9.5 km downstream from the starting point at 14:15. Other 
eyewitnesses noted that the flood passed under the bridge, the Markarfljótsbrú bridge, 24.5 
km from the starting point, at 15:35. Kjartansson (1967) suggests that both timings may be 
inaccurate by a few minutes. The duration of the flood was estimated to have reached Mt. 
Þórólfsfell between 5 and 15 minutes, and to Markarfljótsbrú between 15 and 20 minutes. 
 
Steinsholt is generally difficult to access due to the number of river crossings on the way 
into Þórsmörk. Hence, is the primary reason for the scarce amount of research conducted in 
Steinsholtsdalur. The neighboring outlet glacier, Gígjökull, has been frequent in 
geomorphological studies (Harrison et al., 2019; Magnusson et al., 2012) due to its melting 
and flooding during the 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption. This is generally unhelpful, but 
since both Steinsholtsjökull and Gígjökull outlet glaciers are near each other glaciological, 
geomorphological, and climate records can be roughly projected. For example, proglacial 
lakes are present in the foreground of both Gígjökull and Steinsholtsjökull, and lake depth 
measurements have been conducted in Gígjökull (20–30 m deep) (Harrison et al., 2019; 
Magnusson et al., 2012), and this depth can be projected to the proglacial lake in 
Steinsholtsdalur since no measurement has been conducted. 
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5 Methods 

5.1 Volumetric Calculations 
When considering the Steinsholtshlaup, calculating the amount of material transported by 
the event is essential in understanding the changes to the landscape. These changes were 
profound and uncovering quantitative data for the amount of material eroded and deposited 
would be essential for this thesis. To complete the volumetric calculations, several remote 
sensing methods, orthoimage analysis, and elevation calculations were needed.  

5.1.1 Historical Images 

An important part of this study was the examination of 18x18 mm black and white aerial 
film photographs, from August 13th, 1960, and from September 27th, 1967 (Figure 6.1). 
They were acquired from an airplane at 3900 m in 1960 and 3100 m in 1967. The analyzed 
images show the Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier and Eyjafjallajökull ice cap before the 
Steinsholtshlaup and after the event. These two images were the only ones used. The main 
objective of the analysis of these two images was to aid in developing a further 
understanding of where debris was transported from the original rockslide. They were also 
useful to understand the glaciological changes of the Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier and 
the corresponding proglacial environments. With seven years between the capture of both 
images, observing the changes can be crucial in understanding the Steinsholtshlaup and its 
effect on the geomorphology. 

5.1.2 Descriptions of DEMs 

DEMs were also produced by Belart et al. (2019) from both the aerial surveys in 1960 and 
1967 and lidar elevation data was acquired in 2010 (Jóhannesson et al., 2013). The 1960 
and 1967 DEMs (Figure 6.2),which were created from photogrammetry, however, exhibit 
a significant amount of noise. This can affect the accuracy of elevation values as well as 
visual appearance when rendered as a hillshade relief. This played a significant factor in 
the decision of what base map was used in the creation of the geomorphological maps 
(Figure 6.3, 6.4, 6.7). A hillshade would have been the preferred base map, but the low 
resolution of the DEMs made this less than ideal. Resulting in the orthoimages being used 
for the geomorphology base maps. 

5.1.3 Comparison between 1960/1967 DEMs and 2010 Lidar 

Using the „raster calculator“ in QGIS, the DEM with elevation data from 1967 was 
subtracted from 1960 to see the elevation loss and gain in the landscape. This calculation 
provided a clear distribution of material from the rockslide. The result of this calculation 
showed the rockslide scar and the material that came from the slope. This provided 
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quantitive data for an area only previously observed. The DEMs were cropped to 
Steinsholtsdalur and then the elevation loss and gain were calculated for different sections 
of the valley: The rockslide scar, the debris below the scar, Steinsholtsdalur, 
Steinsholtslón, and the Steinsholtsdalur LIA end moraine.  
 
Some parts of the DEMs exhibited no-data values which were filled by applying the SAGA 
GIS software extension „Close Gaps“ (Figure 5.1). Running this command uses the nearest 
neighbor (the closest pixel with data) values and they are interpolated to fill all gaps in 
data. This process creates an estimate of the no data values based on the surrounding pixel 
values. It is, however, important to bear in mind that the interpolated values do not reflect 
actual photogrammetry results. 
 
The value of comparing 1960/1967 DEMs and 2010 Lidar advances the spatial 
understanding of where landslide debris was transported. Also in calculating how much 
elevation change was recorded throughout the valley between 1960 and 1967, as well as 
between 1960 and 2010, and 1967 and 2010 using differential DEMs (dDEM). 
 

 
Figure 5.1 Shows the result of the "Close Gap" tool in QGIS. (A) Shows 1960/1967 dDEM 

calculation with the no-data gap in white. (B) Shows 1960/1967 dDEM calculation with 
no-data gaps filled. 
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5.1.4 Calculations of Debris and Elevation Changes 

The area with a negative elevation change between the DEMs of 1960 and 1967 around the 
source area was digitized with a polygon (Figure 5.2). Then the QGIS plugin „Zonal 
Statistics“ was applied and the average raster value for the respective dDEM. Then the area 
of the scar and slide was recorded in the „ Zonal Statistics“. Multiplying both values 
together resulted in a volume for the amount of material removed from the rockslide.  
 
Second, the same calculation was conducted for the same area, but for the 2010 and 1960 
DEMs to see if the results were similar. To understand if the values made sense, the post-
Steinsholtshlaup dDEM was used to see how much material had been lost due to natural 
erosion since the rockslide in 1967. 
 
Calculations were also completed on Steinsholtsdalur to measure the amount of material 
transported into the valley (Figure 5.2). The remainder of the debris not visible was 
deposited into the Steinsholtslón proglacial lake, since it was recorded as filled in, directly 
after the jökulhlaup in January 1967 (Kjartansson, 1967). 
 

 
Figure 5.2 The 1960/1967 dDEM from pre-Steinholtshlaup and post-Steinsholtshlaup. 

Shows average material loss from the rockslide (red polygon), debris deposited below the 
scar (blue polygon), material added to Steinsholtsdalur (green polygon), and LIA moraine 

material eroded by the hlaup.   
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5.2 Geomorphological Mapping 
The geomorphological maps of Steinsholtsdalur, and the individual features are essential 
results of this thesis. To achieve the best possible results, geomorphological observations 
from fieldwork were combined with the analysis of aerial drone surveys and historical 
images. 

5.2.1 Fieldwork 

Numerous trips were taken to the field site between October 2020 and November 2021. 
Winter seasons (November to April) were times in which the river system created a 
problem in transportation to the field location. The main target areas of this thesis were 
Steinsholtsdalur, the alluvial fan, and the Steinsholtsdalur ridges. The first trips to 
Steinsholtsjökull in 2020 were purely observational, observing the landslide scar and 
material below the scar. Also in these first trips to the field site, landform features were 
observed and described, but no quantitative data was recorded or measured. 
 

 
Figure 5.3 Image of the boulder (B-99) in Steinsholtsdalur with Nathan Smail, Sinah 
Toschka and Daniel Ben-Yehoshua as scale (Photo taken by Þorsteinn Sæmundsson) 

Detailed boulder data was collected over 4 days (August 7th–11th 2021). Boulders would be 
selected by size and position down the valley and onto the alluvial fan, focusing only on 
larger boulders (>1 m in size). This required describing boulders down the valley and out 
onto the alluvial fan, noting boulder lithologies, sizes, and any other notes about the 
boulders such as sedimentation textures. Photos were taken of every boulder recorded (B-1 
through B-206), and these photo file names were recorded. GPS locations were also 
recorded on the IOS and Android app Avenza Maps, and all recorded coordinates were 
converted to .csv format. After the .csv file was acquired, boulder lithologies were 
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manually input within the file. From this, the boulder‘s lithologies could then be projected 
into QGIS at their GPS locations down the valley and onto the alluvial fan to observe any 
trends observed. 

5.2.2 Palaeoflood Calculations 

Palaeoflood calculations were based on formulas compiled by Baynes et al. (2015), from 
methods outlined by Stokes et al. (2012). To understand the velocity and discharge of the 
debris flow from the tsunamigenic landslide of Steinsholtsjökull, the approach was taken 
of measuring the dimensions of the 5 largest boulders in their distinct sections (B1-B3) of 
Steinsholtsdalur and the alluvial fan. The measurements of the boulder dimensions were 
completed on Pix4Dmapper where boulder resolutions were extremely detailed (5 
cm/pixel). Then channel width and channel slope were calculated using the 1960 DEM and 
from these parameters, it was possible to calculate the minimum output discharge (m3/s) 
required to move that boulder (Stokes et al., 2012).  
 
The 1960 DEM was used (since the flood occurred in the pre-hlaup flood plain) to measure 
the elevation over a transect of the valley to get the slope of the valley, then another 
transect was taken for the alluvial fan. Two transects were used to calculate minimum 
discharge because the slopes were most likely different in the valley and on the alluvial 
fan. Then for each boulder, the channel width is averaged at the boulder position 
perpendicular to the transect. The average is between the width at the base of the valley 
and the water level height (Figure 5.4). This average distance is then input into an excel 
spreadsheet (compiled by Baynes et al., 2015; based on Stokes et al., 2012). 
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Table 5.1 Maximum boulder size method of Clarke (1996). The worked example uses field 
data inputs from the Río Almanzora youngest river terrace. Figure from Stokes et al. 

(2012) 
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To further understand the flow and hydrology, channel transects were taken perpendicular 
to boulder locations and the valley/alluvial fan transects (Figure 6.25–6.27).  
 
Each transect for each boulder group (B1–B3) is compared to the calculations table (Table 
6.4; Baynes et al., 2015). Then the water level was recorded (Blue line; based on discharge 
calculations) and marked on the transects. The blue line representing water level was left 
out of boulder group B3 because inferring water level is too hard without a precise valley 
channel which is missing on the alluvial fan. The water would likely spread out at this 
point making water level hard to discern. 

 
 

 
Figure 5.4 (A) Cross-section. (B) Profile of a channel. (C) The equation for average 

velocity estimations. (D) The equation for hydraulic radius estimation. Figure recreated 
from Ward & Trimble (2004) 

Then both, the valley slope transect and the fan slope transect were displayed and 
perpendicular boulder locations were plotted on the transects. Included with these transects 
a DEM hillshade of the transect paths and perpendicular boulder polyline paths were 
included to show how Steinsholtsdalur and alluvial fan channels were mapped (Figure 
6.24). With the stated parameters, it is possible to calculate the minimum flow discharge to 
have moved these boulders.  

5.3 Remote Sensing 
Data analysis of remote sensing data (DEMs, orthomosaics, and aerial images) was 
conducted with QGIS 3.16 and 3.22 at the University of Iceland. Geomorphological maps 
were created using a combination of field observations and aerial images. However, the 
2021 DEM (res = 5 cm/pixel) created for the mapping base was compiled using 
photogrammetry. Mapping of landforms was established with polygons and polylines 
based on observations from remote sensing, historical aerial photography, and field 
observations. 
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During the 2021 field season, time was prioritized in data collection, particularly in 
conducting drone flights and boulder measurements. High resolution drone data was 
collected to create a digital surface model (DSM) and a corresponding orthoimage (both ~5 
cm/pixel) to study and identify geomorphological landforms and features. Field 
observations were also recorded during this field season, however, they were less 
observational and more quantitative. Field observations were conducted of the cone-shaped 
hummock deposits, bedrock, boulders, and fluvial geomorphology to be analyzed further. 

5.3.1 Geographic Information Systems (GIS) 

GIS software was used to analyze orthoimages, DEMs, and drone data. QGIS versions 
3.16 and 3.22 were the main software used in data analysis and geomorphological 
mapping.  
 
For identifying geomorphological landforms, polygons and polylines were used to mark 
features based on orthoimages, aerial photographs, and field notes. Boulders and 
hummocks were projected in QGIS to show distribution throughout the valley. To provide 
a scale of hummock distribution a polyline (Figure 6.11; red line) was created and then 
green lines were extended at a 90°angle from the red line to show the extent and gaps in 
hummocks. Hummock heights were calculated using the „Zonal Statistics“ plugin then 
max elevation values were subtracted from minimum elevation values and the difference 
provided the hummock heights. 
 
Boulders‘ locations were recorded in the Avenza Maps application, and lithologies were 
manually input into Excel spreadsheets from field notes. The spreadsheets were then 
converted to a .csv file and imported to QGIS and projected over the digital surface model 
(DSM) created by the drone surveys. 
 
Slope-Aspect maps were created from the 2021 DEM. According to Map Use: Reading, 
Analysis, Interpretation, Eighth Edition aspect is defined as „the downslope direction of 
the maximum vertical change in the surface determined over a given horizontal distance“. 
Slope is „the vertical change in the elevation of the land surface (rise), determined over a 
given horizontal distance (run)“.  
 
The coloring system of slope-aspect maps was initially created by Moellering and 
Kimerling in 1990, titled the MKS-ASPECT (GIS World, 1991). However, revisions to the 
coloring scheme were created in 1993 (Brewer & Marlow, 1993), to further show the slope 
through saturation of color hues, and direction (aspect) through a specifically defined color 
wheel (Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5 Slope-aspect map legend. Figure from Brewer & Marlow (1993) 

GIS was also used for identifying hummock crest analysis and rose diagram projections. 
All that was required was installing the QGIS software extension “Line Direction 
Histogram”, which took all the polylines that traced the hummock peaks and developed an 
orientation trend (Figure 6.12). 

5.3.2 Drone Surveys 

Three trips to the study area were completed to capture drone photos to build high-
resolution (3-5 cm resolution) models of Steinsholtsjökull valley. Challenging weather 
conditions throughout the field season required a combination of multiple mapping 
software and surveying at different times throughout the Icelandic summer (May–
October). The images were then combined into a single dataset and processed in 
Pix4Dmapper to create a full model of the valley. The total number of images taken was 
1,575 images of the study area covering about 5 km2, using a consumer-grade 20-
megapixel camera on a DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone. Autofocusing was used along with manual 
exposure settings, with a side-overlap of 65% and a frontal overlap of 70% at a height of 
120 m. There were some initial discrepancies between datasets in lighting and vegetation 
coloring, so Pix4Dmapper was needed to go through and select manual tie points (MTP) to 
correct the differences in the initial point cloud. The results provide a comprehensive 
dataset to understand the present-day geomorphology of the valley.  
 
The first survey (10th of October 2020) was flown manually. The pilot (Daniel Ben-
Yehoshua) took oblique images, ensuring a sufficient overlap of the vertical rockslide scar 
and steep glacier tongue. Images were then compiled by Pix4Dmapper and processed into 
a DEM, orthoimage 3D model. 
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Figure 5.6 (A) Image of Daniel Ben-Yehoshua flying DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone (Image: 
Þorsteinn Sæmundsson); (B) Image taken from end-moraine towards Steinsholtsjökull 

(Image: Þorsteinn Sæmundsson); (C) Aerial drone image of the landslide scar and 
Steinsholtsjökull glacier (Image: Daniel Ben-Yehoshua) 

The next survey (August 12th, 2021) was planned using Universal Ground Control Station 
software (UgCS), where mapping of the main valley would be conducted (Figure 5.7). The 
flight was conducted at an elevation of 120 m, following the topography of the valley. 
With 6 drone flights, the majority of the straight section of Steinsholtsdalur was mapped. 
The images were again processed by Pix4Dcloud to create a DEM, orthoimage, and 3D 
model. 
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Figure 5.7 UgCS route for Steinsholtsdalur with elevation profile, flight duration, and 

waypoint count 

For the last survey on the 6th of October 2021 (Figure 5.8), DJI Pilot was used to create a 
flight path, and the alluvial fan was mapped in three flights covering the remaining area. 
296 photos of the overspill area (Figure 5.9) were taken with a DJI Air2S at 100 m above 
takeoff altitude. During the survey front and side overlap was 70%, and the resulting data 
has a ground resolution of about 3 cm/pixel. This data was also compiled and processed by 
Pix4Dmapper, creating a DEM, orthoimage, and 3D model. However, Pix4Dmapper 
manual post-processing was needed for both surveys to align the point clouds to the main 
valley. 

 

Figure 5.8 Flight path from the final survey of the alluvial fan with DJI Pilot app. Green 
and blue points show camera positions all captured at an elevation of 120 m. Figure from 

Pix4Dmapper. 
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Figure 5.9 Image of overspill area with blue/green shapes represent camera angle image 
capture locations, green points show MTPs, and orange polygons represent measured 

boulders. Figure from Pix4Dmapper. 

The final completed model (Figure 5.10) was extremely detailed, averaging 5 cm/pixel 
resolution. Each separate survey displays its own vegetation coloring and lighting, due to 
the surveys having to be completed in different seasons of the year. However, merging the 
separate survey was successful and the final model has seamless connections between each 
section. 
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Figure 5.10 (A–B)Complete 3D model of Steinsholtsdalur, the alluvial fan, and rockslide 

source. Image taken from Pix4Dmapper. 
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5.3.3 Pix4Dmapper Boulder Volume Calculation 

Pix4Dmapper was used for volume calculations of the boulders spread down 
Steinsholtsdalur and onto the alluvial fan (Figure 5.11a). Boulders were located on the 
point cloud and then circled by the volume calculator making a polygon. Each polygon 
was checked that the whole boulder was included within. From the polygons, volume was 
calculated with a standard error of calculation. Each volume and error was recorded on an 
Excel spreadsheet and then incorporated into a final dataset with boulder lithology and 
location coordinates.  
 
However, when analyzing boulders and taking boulder measurements, some potential 
errors were associated (Appendix A). Pix4Dmapper was used to measure the volumes of 
boulders. Since the drone survey was conducted at a 90° angle, overhanging areas were not 
captured. This left empty areas within the survey, so boulders with the overhanging rock 
below were empty, creating a larger potential volume error. Boulder volume under the 
surrounding ground surface was not considered in the volume calculations.  
 

 
Figure 5.11 (A) Green polygons show boulders where volumes were calculated; (B) Shows 
a closer image of how polygons were created around boulders; (C) Close-up of boulders 

on the alluvial fan with polygons used to calculate boulder volumes 
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The Pix4Dmapper project file needed some manual tie points (MTP) to connect the 
separate data sets. Each dataset was on different planes, by selecting points (rocks or 
vegetation) that were observed in both datasets they were combined onto one plane. After 
the MTPs were put in place and the file was adjusted there were still point cloud pixels that 
were out of place, to create a more detailed triangle 3D mesh these out-of-place pixels 
were disabled.  
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6 Results 
The geomorphology found within Steinsholtsdalur is highly complex. It is necessary to 
understand the overall geomorphology of the research area to better reconstruct the 
behavior of the tsunamigenic landslide event. 
 
An overview will be given of the geomorphology and descriptions of landforms. Then 
geomorphological maps from 1960, 1967, and present-day will be described in greater 
detail. Building upon these results, specific morphologies such as subaerial hummocks, 
boulder erratics, and kettle holes will be described and analyzed based on their geometries. 
Finally, flow dynamics and hydrological data will be presented to calculate the minimum 
flow discharge (m3/s) based on the largest deposited boulders on the alluvial fan and down 
Steinsholtsdalur (Stokes et al., 2012). 
 

 
Figure 6.1 (A) 1960 orthoimage of Steinsholtsjökull and Steinsholtsdalur; (B) 1967 

orthoimage of Steinsholtsjökull and Steinsholtsdalur. Images from LMI. 

 
Figure 6.2 (A) 1960 DEM hillshade of Steinsholtsjökull and Steinsholtsdalur before the 

Steinsholtshlaup; (B) 1967 DEM hillshade of Steinsholtsjökull and Steinsholtsdalur after 
the Steinsholtshlaup. Images from Belart et al. (2019) 
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6.1 Geomorphology 
Geomorphology is one of the main methods of comparing the proglacial areas between 
present-day morphology and historical morphology of Steinsholtsdalur. These 
comparisons, enable the identification of changes within the glacial forefield, which are 
characteristic of the 1967 Steinsholtshlaup.  

6.1.1 1960 Geomorphology 

Evidence 
 
Within the 1960 geomorphology, it is clear to observe that Steinsholtsdalur is 
predominately covered by a glacial outwash plain (sandur). Sandur in Iceland is generally 
defined as fine-grained basalt sand, typical of glacial outwash plains. Also observed in the 
1960 orthoimage and DEM, the Steinsholtsdalur LIA end-moraine can be observed sitting 
~2.5 m above the elevation of the main valley (Table 6.2). The moraine ridge (red dashed 
line; Figure 6.3), can be observed being cross-cut by the Steinsholtsjökull river. The LIA 
Steinsholtsdalur end moraine was present before the Steinsholtshlaup, however, post-
Steinsholtshlaup the moraine material was reworked and eroded (Figure 6.4).  
 
Steinsholtsjökull in 1960 was at its furthest observed extent of the analyzed datasets. Mt. 
Innstihaus has not yet experienced the rockslide event (Figure 6.1 and 6.2). Steinsholtslón 
proglacial lake also is at its furthest observed extent. In Figure 6.4, one can observe the 
clear paleoshoreline from the extent of the Steinsholtslón pre-Steinsholtshlaup. With 
generally simple geomorphology dominated by glacial outwash plain (sandur), there 
weren‘t any significant features within the valley or on the alluvial fan to mention. 
 
Interpretation 
 
The landscape in 1960 consists of basically undisturbed proglacial outwash plain with few 
visible moraines crossing Steinsholtsdalur (Figure 6.3). The morphology of the LIA 
moraine crests is curved towards the west and parted by the Steinsholtslón river which 
travels down Steinsholtsdalur and out into Markarfljót outwash plain. When considering 
the pre-hlaup morphology, it is suggested that if/when a high-energy event comes in 
contact with the land system physical properties of the valley will experience significant 
changes as a result (Dufresne et al., 2018; Pánek et al., 2020).  
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Figure 6.3 1960 Geomorphological map. Orthoimage captured August 13th, 1960, pre-

Steinsholtshlaup. 
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6.1.2 1967 Geomorphology 

On January 15th, 1967 the towering Mt. Innstihaus collapsed along a ~ 320 m scar 
(Kjartansson, 1967), resulting in a ~20,400,000 m3 (Table 6.2) of rockslide material being 
deposited on Steinsholtsjökull glacier and in the Steinsholtslón proglacial lake. The result 
of the Steinsholtshlaup was a ~100 m tall tsunamigenic translatory wave (Kjartansson, 
1967), propagating down Steinsholtsdalur and out into Markarfljot outwash plain draining 
towards the ocean. 
 
Evidence 
 
In Figure 6.5, Steinsholtsdalur LIA moraine features can be observed along the main valley 
walls and up the mountain. However, the moraine within the valley has been eroded and 
redistributed. Marked by a green polygon, the „Overspill“ is displayed. This is where the 
wave flowed over the valley walls and carried with it glacially-deposited basalt boulders 
down into Makarfljot outwash plain. Many of these basalt boulders were removed due to 
their position on the road Þórsmerkurvegur (F249).  
 
The area is dominated by a glacial outwash plain (sandur), but post-Steinsholtshlaup there 
is a much more complicated geomorphological story recorded by the landscape. We 
observe features not visible in the 1960 historical images. For example, there was a large 
amount of ice deposited to the north of Steinsholtslón and debris deposited on the 
Steinsholtsjökull glacier (Figure 6.4). Also observed in the main valley are fluvial and 
rockslide landforms. Fluvial or flood-based landforms such as ripple marks and a boulder 
bar can be seen. Boulders and their lithologies are plotted on the geomorphological map 
showing the geographic location of each boulder (B-1 through B-206) and their geologic 
lithologies. 
 
Interpretation 
 
The features observed in the 1960 geomorphological map (Figure 6.3) have experienced a 
high-energy event that has reworked the land system. These observed changes are 
important to identify to understand the hlaup movement and its effect on Steinsholtsdalur. 
The glacier itself experienced a significant change due to the amount of landslide debris 
resting on the Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier. Furthermore, the fluvial channel change 
resulted in a significant amount of erosion resulting in present-day terraces.  
 
Geomorphological features such as kettle holes, boulder bars, and ripple marks suggests 
that Steinsholtsdalur experienced significant fluvial activity (Figure 6.4). 
 
The middle group of hummocks was formed at the edge of where the end moraine used to 
cross the valley. After the event, the whole moraine within Steinsholtsdalur was eroded, 
but could have this previous feature played a role in the formation of the middle hummock 
group? 
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Figure 6.4 1967 Geomorphological map based on the 1967 aerial photo from  September 

27th, with the 1967 orthimage as the base layer. 
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6.1.3 Present-Day Geomorphology 

Evidence 
 
Present-day geomorphology is defined by flood plain (sandur) and Quaternary bedrock 
consisting of hyaloclastite mountains, with scattered rockslide debris from the hlaup. The 
DEM hillshade base layer was rendered from the 2021 DEM. Debris flow material is 
marked as hummock outlines in the center of Steinsholtsdalur. With fractured rockslide 
debris remaining near the Steinsholtsjökull glacier and the proglacial forefield, 
paleoshorelines (continuous green polylines; Figure 6.8) are visible, illustrating changes in 
the extent of the proglacial lake. 
 
Boulder lithologies are plotted from the data collected in the field (boulder descriptions, 
size, geolocations). Then they are projected by lithology (color) and by volume (marker 
size) to show the changes in lithology and boulder volume sizes as you travel down the 
channel.  
 
Fluvial activity from 1967 to 2021 proved to have eroded the new river direction (to the 
south of the 1960 river; Figure 6.4) to create several terraces (Terrace 1–Terrace 4; Figure 
6.6). The origin of these terraces seems to not be associated with the Steinsholtshlaup event 
but rather only from years of fluvial erosion.  
 

Interpretation 
 
The present-day geomorphology of Steinsholtsdalur, the same as the 1967 geomorphology, 
is interpreted as the result of a high-energy tsunamigenic wave event. The 2021 dataset 
allows for high-resolution morphological analysis of numerous features of interest. The 
conditions of this hlaup can‘t be directly compared to other massive palaeoflood events, 
due to the landscape‘s unique geometry. The present-day geomorphology is essential to 
understanding any changes to the morphology from 1967. This allows analysis of 
geomorphological features and deducing what features were formed by the 
Steinsholtshlaup, how they were modified since then, and what features formed post-1967. 
 
It was observed that boulder lithologies did seem to follow a trend. Diamictite boulders 
were generally deposited glacial proximal and transitioned to hyaloclastite boulders 
downstream (Figure 6.8). Also observed, was that the subaerial hummocks seemed to be 
deposited in three separate clusters, with what seemed like a sandur (flat topography) break 
between the groups. When using the „Zonal Statistics“ tool on the individual hummocks, 
the hummock heights were able to be measured. From this, plotting the heights by the 
group showed that the largest/tallest hummocks were situated below the proglacial lake, 
and they decreased down the valley (Figure 6.13). Individual features will be presented and 
analyzed in the following sections. 
 
A series of sediment terraces below the middle set of hummocks were exclusively 
observed in the 2021 present-day DEM. It was questioned if these terraces formed during 
the hlaup or were formed post-Steinsholtshlaup, from normal fluvial activity. From further 
QGIS analysis (Figure 6.5 & Figure 6.6), it was concluded that these terraces were formed 
post-1967, from the standard fluvial incision. Also, the 1967 Steinsholtsdalur river (Figure 
6.6) exhibits a redirection, where the river breaks off at the end of the hummock deposits. 
In the 2021 DEM (Figure 6.5), the river is not visible.  
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Figure 6.5 Shows the September 27th, 1967 orthoimage overlay of the 1967 DEM. The 
blue line indicates the 1967 post-Steinsholtshlaup river and the brown polygon shows 

hummock deposits 

 
Figure 6.6 Shows Steinsholtsdalur 2021 hillshade, with marked boulder terraces. The blue 
line indicates the present-day river and the dashed black line indicates hummock groups. 
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The slope map (Figure 6.10) and slope-aspect map (Figure 6.11) show that the glacier 
proximal slope of the first group of hummocks has a gradual slope while the glacier distal 
of the hummocks is steeper in slope. Our first theory was that this was due to glacier 
readvance starting in 1990. However, from historical images (Figure 6.1), one can clearly 
see that the glacier didn’t reach the first group of hummocks at its maximum advance 
(1995) (Figure 6.7). This transitioned to proposing that these hummocks were in contact 
with a proglacial lake and that they experienced a significant amount of erosion from lake 
waves. After taking a look through more historical images, it was proven that in fact, the 
proglacial lake was in contact with the first hummock cluster post-Steinsholtshlaup (Figure 
6.7) 
 
 

 
Figure 6.7 (A) Aerial photograph from 1991, highlighting Steinsholtsjökull advance, (B) 

Aerial photograph from 2000, showing the 1995 moraine and valley features 
(Loftmyndasafn; www.lmi.is) 
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Figure 6.8 Present-day geomorphology based on Summer 2021 DSM base layer post-

Steinsholtshlaup. 
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6.2 Hummock Deposits 

6.2.1 Hummock Descriptions 

Post-Steinsholtshlaup, three separate clusters of hummocks were deposited by the hlaup. 
The deposited hummocks range in size, shape, and orientation. General observations 
indicate that the hummocks may be steeper proximal from the hummock crests. From field 
observations, some cones also portray two peaks with a connected hummock crest. These 
two-peak hummocks are generally composed of two different lithologies (always 
diamictite and hyaloclastite A). The two lithologies of the hummocks are distinctly 
separated and were observable in the field. One-peak cones are also observed, and these 
tend to be composed of a single lithology (diamictite or hyaloclastite A). Boulders situated 
atop these hummocks generally range smaller than boulders seen deposited on the glacial 
outwash plain. Entablature basalt boulders sometimes form the core of hummocks (Figure 
6.6b). However, there is a general uncertainty about the internal structure of every 
hummock in Steinsholtsdalur.  

6.2.2 Hummock Lithologies and Morphology 

Hummocks are composed of either crumbled diamictite and/or hyaloclastite A 
(descriptions in Table 6.3). Some hummocks exhibit an extended crest or even multiple 
peaks. Fragmented entablature basalt was observed in the hummock group closest to the 
glacier margin, where the river had exposed a naturally eroded cross-section of the internal 
structure of a hummock. Entablature basalt has been classified as bedrock and can be 
witnessed as a predominant lithology of boulder erratics and valley walls. Without an 
understanding of the source, the entablature basalt is common in lava layers from 
Eyjafjallajökull (Magnusson et al., 2012). Table 6.3 describes the characteristics of 
entablature basalt seen in Steinsholtsdalur.  
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Figure 6.9 (A) Elevation profile of cone-shaped hummock from 1 to 2; (B) Schematic 

model of inner-hummock lithologies and morphology; (C) Cross-section path over 
hummock as seen in (A); (D) Hummock location (green polygon) within hummock clusters. 
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Hummock morphology is generally observed as cone-shaped, with steep slopes ranging 
between 35°–45° (Figure 6.9) with flood plain separating hummock clusters (Figure 6.9a). 
The internal structure of the hummocks is unknown. A conceptual model of the internal 
structure of a single-peak hummock (Figure 6.9b) was created based on the observed cross-
section. Hummocks display clear variations in surface appearance (color and grain sizes) 
due to differences in weathering of rock types. The majority of hummocks are composed 
of highly fractured/weathered, angular diamictite and/or hyaloclastite A lithologies. 
Provenance of the hummock material is generally unknown but based on the composition 
of the few hummocks observed there is no evidence to support the preservation of source 
stratigraphy insinuating that the debris material was highly reworked when combined with 
the proglacial lake. Hummocks also had an impact on the characteristics of the hlaup. One 
of the largest boulders in the Steinsholtsdalur was emplaced directly behind the larger 
groups of hummocks, trapped in a depression. Boulders can also be observed deposited 
atop these hummocks, characteristic of a debris-based flow where larger clasts rise to the 
top (reverse grading) (Coussot & Meunier, 1996). 
 

Table 6.1 Standard slope descriptors. Figure adapted from the Barcelona Field Studies 
Centre. 

 
 
The hummock slope map was created to determine whether there is any unique 
morphology present for different hummocks (defined in Table 6.1). From the slope map 
(Figure 6.10), the upper-most hummock group (red box) shows gentle slopes proximal to 
the hummocks and a steeper slope distal to the hummocks. The other two hummock groups 
(yellow and orange boxes) show a general uniform strong slope around the hummocks. To 
better display these results, a slope-aspect map (Figure 6.11) was created from the 2021 
data to highlight the slope (%) and the alignment of the hummocks. 
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Figure 6.10 Slope (%) of the three groups of hummocks in Steinsholtsdalur. 
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Figure 6.11 2021 slope-aspect map showing the three groups of hummocks in 

Steinsholtsdalur 
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Slope-aspect shows the orientation, morphology, and slope of the hummocks on one map 
(Figure 6.11). The result from this map shows that the morphology displays clear 
elongated peaks at the top of most hummocks. Since saturation represents slope, it is 
observed that the hummocks display steeper slopes than the surrounding flood plain 
(sandur). The slope-aspect map also shows clear paleoshorelines (Figure 6.8, 6.10) east of 
the first hummock group and river terraces south of the hummocks where the surface slope 
increases in typically flat conditions.  

6.2.3 Hummock Size and Grouping Distribution 

Hummock size varies from up-valley to down-valley, ranging in height anywhere between 
2 m to 34 m tall. To illustrate individual hummocks and hummock clusters each hummock 
was projected on a 2D transect across the length of the valley (1200 m long, a red line from 
Figure 6.12). The resulting transect (Figure 6.12) shows hummock height versus distance 
along with the profile where 0 m is at the location of the furthest hummock down 
Steinsholtsdalur. The hummocks show a clear positive trend line (black dashed line from 
Figure 6.13) in increasing height as you move up the valley. Hummocks are also clustered 
in three main groups (marked by green ellipses, Figure 6.13), where the first group (0 m – 
300 m on the x-axis) are the smallest hummocks, the second group (400 m – 1000 m) in 
the middle height and the final group (1050 m – 1200 m) are the largest hummocks on 
average (Figure 6.12, 6.13). This data shows that the average hummock size decreases with 
distance from the rockslide source area, similar to observations in Yosheda et al. (2012).  
 

 
Figure 6.12 Shows how polylines were used to show the hummock distribution down 

Steinsholtsdalur. 
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Figure 6.13 Height (m) of hummocks from down-valley (0 m) to up-valley (1200 m). The 
dashed black line shows a positive-linear trend of height. Green circles show hummock 

groups. 

Hummocks are typically separated by a flat flood plain, however, between the middle and 
highest group of hummocks, single smaller hummocks are located between clusters. The 
breaks between hummock groups show that the flood experienced a type of atypical 
(lateral, vertical, or bouncing) movement down the valley. 

6.2.4 Hummock Crest Orientation 

Hummock crests (turquoise polylines; Figure 6.14), were analyzed by using the „line 
direction rose diagram“ plugin for QGIS. From this analysis, peak direction showed that 
the dominating orientation of hummock crests is in an east-west direction (Figure 6.14). 
This suggests that the flow generally moved parallel to the constrained valley walls, in an 
east-west direction. However, some hummock crests also are oriented perpendicular to the 
valley direction, north-south (Figure 6.14). The rose diagram highlights the most common 
trend (east-west). 
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Figure 6.14 Dashed lines show hummock groups, the solid black line shows hummock 

outlines, the blue line shows hummock peaks. The inset diagram shows the general 
geometric trend of hummock peaks. 
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6.3 Rockslide Scar 

6.3.1 Mt. Innstihaus Description 

Mt. Innstihaus is a steep peak on the northern slopes of Eyjafjallajökull volcano, 
overlooking Steinsholtsjökull from the west. Prior to the Steinsholtshlaup, a 1 ft crack 
opened up along the top of the mountain indicating the potential landslide hazard 
(Kjartansson, 1967). Towards the end of 1966, seismic activity began to increase 
(Kjartansson, 1967), and on the 15th of January, 1967 a rotational release of a block from 
the mountain top leading to a hlaup create a clean scar on Mt. Innstihaus.  

6.3.2 Rockslide 

Rockslides pose an extreme risk, especially in glacier-dominated, high mountain regions 
(Ballantyne, 2002). Rockslides and rockfall are an extremely common hazard in the 
Steinsholt region (Kjartansson, 1967). Due to common expanding fracture on top of Mt. 
Innstihaus and common rockfall activity in the valley a larger rockslide could have been 
anticipated. The scar created by the rock avalanche on Mt. Innstihaus is 975 m long and 
running north-south (Kjartansson, 1967). The scarp had a smooth face, rising 320 m above 
the Steinsholtsjökull glacier surface.  

6.3.3 Volume Calculations 

Volume calculations are essential to understanding the amount of material in play. The 
extent of the source area on the 1960/1967 dDEM was traced using a polygon, which was 
then used for the calculation of the elevation change applying the „Zonal Statistics“ QGIS 
plugin (Figure 6.15). The result was a mean elevation loss of -85 m between 1960 and 
1967. The polygon covering the source area covers a total area of 240,000 m2. Multiplying 
both values resulted in a volume of 20,400,000 m3 for the amount of material removed by 
the rockslide.  
 
The same calculations were conducted for the same area, but for the 1960/2010 dDEM. 
The mean elevation loss of material for this was -92 m for the same area, resulting in 
22,080,000 m3 between 1960 and 2010. If we consider that erosion is a natural process that 
happens to unstable slopes with loose material, an increase of lost material from 1967 to 
2010 is sensible. To conclude if these results are realistic, the 2010 DEM was subtracted 
from 1967. The area where the material was removed was much smaller (~80,000 m2), 
with a mean surface elevation loss of -19 m. This resulted in a debris volume of 
~1,000,000 m3. 
 
To have a comprehensive understanding of the amount of material in the land system, 
other areas of erosion and deposition were also calculated. The majority of rockslide debris 
from the rotational block from Mt. Innstihaus, slid down the slope depositing below the 
scar. Its calculations from the 1960/1967 dDEM show that the mean deposited material 
was +30 m. Using the previous methods, the volume of material deposited at the base of 
the scar was ~2,000,000 m3 (Table 6.2).   
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Table 6.2 Volumetric elevation changes and volume calculations of the study area. 

 
 
Calculations were completed on features within Steinsholtsdalur as well, estimating an 
average of +17 m of added debris to the valley (blue polygon, Figure 6.15), resulting in 
7,650,000 m3 of added material. A significant amount of the mass movement debris 
(~10,850,000 m3) remains unaccounted for. Theories of material deposition will be 
presented in section 7.3. 
 

 
Figure 6.15 The 1960/1967 dDEM showing surface elevation changes (m) and physical 
changes from the rockslide. Blue is where debris was added from the rockslide and red 

shows where the elevation was lost. 
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6.4 Boulders 

6.4.1 Boulder Descriptions 

Boulders were deposited down Steinsholtsdalur and onto the alluvial fan transported by the 
hlaup. Boulder erratics contain different lithologies and sizes. Some boulders are partially 
buried with only a certain amount of the rock visible. Because these boulders experienced 
a significant amount of rotation and movement from the hlaup, it is difficult to identify the 
orientation of the long axis of each boulder. Therefore, one can‘t assume source 
stratigraphy based on lithology (in boulders with multiple lithologies). Boulders are 
typically cemented in the fine-grained sand and gravel of the flood plain. The amount of 
boulder covered by sand (depth) is also unknown resulting in potential errors in boulder 
volume measurements.  
 
Some of the boulders deposited contained multiple lithologies (Figure 6.16, 6.17d, 6.18). 
When observing the boulders in the field, it was important to understand that the hlaup 
deposited the boulders in arbitrary orientations than how they were initially 
stratigraphically situated. 
 

 
Figure 6.16 (A) Image of a boulder (B-99) with the three units. (B) Boulder diagram with 

lithology description. 
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Figure 6.17 Boulder variations, (A) Basalt boulder, B-02; (B) Hyaloclastite C, B-14; (C) 

Diamictite w/ basalt cobble bedding, B-28; (D) Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A, B-109. 

6.4.2 Boulder Lithology Classifications 

Boulder lithologies (Table 6.3) range from hyaloclastite (A–C) to glacial diamictite 
(tillite), to mixtures of both down Steinsholtsdalur. Table 6.3 describes the eight observed 
lithologies of boulders down the valley. The many different lithologies of boulders can be 
attributed to one source (the rockslide scar), or multiple sources due to erosion. However, 
from field observations, numerous areas of erosion were observed such as undercut valley 
walls, particularly near the Steinsholtsdalur bend.  
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Table 6.3 Descriptions of boulder lithologies based on field observations 

 

6.4.3 Boulder Volumes 

Large boulder assemblages were deposited down Steinsholtsdalur, and each flood-
emplaced boulder erratic has a different size, shape, and volume. Figure 6.18 shows 
boulder lithology (color) and boulder volume (size in log10 scale) throughout 
Steinsholtsdalur and onto the alluvial fan. See Appendix A for a full list of boulder 
volumes and volume errors as calculated by Pix4Dmapper. There were no observed 
boulder volume trends. Boulders of all volumes and sizes are scattered throughout 
Steinsholtsdalur and onto the alluvial fan. 
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Figure 6.18 Steinsholtsdalur hillshade (2021) showing boulder lithologies by color and 

point size shows boulder volumes (log10 scale). 
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6.4.4 Boulder Spatial Distribution 

Boulder erratics were deposited throughout Steinsholtsdalur and out onto the alluvial fan. 
They can be observed from the first set of hummock directly after the proglacial lake out 
into Markarfljót outwash plain. Boulders are distributed atop hummocks, in gullies carved 
out by hummocks, and within flood plain (sandur) material.  

6.4.5 Lithology Distribution within Steinsholtsdalur and on the 
Alluvial Fan 

The distribution of boulder lithologies down Steinsholtsdalur and onto the alluvial fan 
shows a clear transition from the boulders glacier proximal to the ones situated on the 
alluvial fan (Figure 6.20, 6.21). One can observe in Figures 6.20 & 6.21, that diamictite 
boulders are not deposited on the alluvial fan, but are in abundance in Steinsholtsdalur. 
Hyaloclastite boulders can be observed throughout the distribution of boulders, but are the 
majority on the alluvial fan. The fact that diamictite boulders can‘t be observed further 
down the valley, shows there was a change in the flow resulting in diamictite boulders 
dropping out of the flow earlier than hyaloclastite ones.  
 
Basalt boulders were observed throughout Steinsholtsdalur and onto the alluvial fan. The 
basalt boulders also exhibit clear striations (Figure 6.19), and are generally smaller and 
rounded in morphology, putting into question the method of deposition.  

 

 
Figure 6.19 Image of small basalt boulder with visible striations showing glacial 

interaction. 
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Figure 6.20 Steinsholtsdalur hillshade (2021) shows boulder lithologies in 

Steinsholtsdalur. 
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Figure 6.21 The 2021 Steinsholtsdalur bend and alluvial fan. Boulder locations and 

lithologies of 50% of the total boulders deposited on the alluvial fan. 
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6.5 Palaeoflood Reconstruction 
Palaeohydraulic and palaeoflood reconstruction is essential to understanding the flow 
dynamics of GLOFs or tsunamigenic waves (Stokes et al., 2012; Baynes et al., 2015). 
Geomorphological features, such as flow textures, kettle holes, and boulder bars present 
characteristics that suggest a flow type and general characteristics of the flow.  

6.5.1 Flow Type and Characteristics 

Based on the types of deposits, results show that the Steinsholtshlaup contained a 
significant amount of debris within the flow. Because of this, we assume that the 
Steinsholtshlaup was more of a typical debris flow, rather than a more water-supported 
jökulhlaup. To understand specific characteristics of the hlaup, one can examine the 
boulders entrained in the flow to classify flow sediment loads. Sediment concentrations in 
floods can be extremely high and can significantly affect the dynamics and type of flow 
(Maizels, 1997). Textures of the hlaup were observed in many of the boulder erratics, 
displayed as sediment striations and silt/sediment inclusions filling cracks within the 
boulders (Figure 6.22). This is clear evidence of a high sediment flux supported by the 
flow. 
 

 
Figure 6.22 Flow textures deposited by the flood. (A, B) Diamictite boulder w/ silt 
striations, B-28; (C) Hyaloclastite A boulder w/ bedding and flow textures, B-141. 
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Figure 6.23 Figure showing kettle hole distribution and kettle hole transects (Red line) 

from Figure 10 (A–H). 

Other geomorphological features that can help classify the flow type are geomorphological 
landforms like kettle holes and boulder bars. The morphology of the kettle holes in 
Steinsholtsdalur can be defined by steep-walled, sandur holes. The geometry of the 
observed kettle holes ranges from 2 to 8 m in depth and 12 to 34 m in diameter (Figure 
6.23 & Figure 6.24).  
 
The kettle hole transects (Figure 6.24) show that many of the kettle holes (A, B, F, and G) 
are steep-walled, characteristic of small, buried ice blocks by rapid sediment deposition 
(Fay, 2002). A GLOF of this magnitude would have likely deposited sediment rapidly 
proving the methods of kettle hole formation. 
 
Boulder bars are defined differently from boulder clusters or erratics because they are 
arrangements of boulders located immediately downstream of valley constrictions 
displaying distinct orientations and sorting (Carrivick et al., 2004). The Steinsholtsdalur 
boulder bar (brown polygon, Figure 6.8) is located 230 m downstream from Steinsholtslón 
and stands up to 30 m above the surrounding valley floor. The individual boulders vary in 
size. Boulder bars are also exclusively located within depositional zones which were 
described as well in Carrivick et al. (2004). Palaeoflood parameters, such as approximate 
flood height, can be derived from features such as boulder bars (Carrivick et al., 2004). 
When considering the flood, it must have been high enough to deposit boulders 30 m 
above the Steinsholtsdalur floor, signifying a minimum height of the flow.  
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Figure 6.24 Kettle hole transects A–H from Figure 6.23 

6.5.2 Boulder Measurements and Calculations 

To reconstruct palaeoflood hydrology from boulder deposits, certain parameters are needed 
such as channel slope, channel width, and boulder dimensions. To receive the most reliable 
results the study area was broken into two transects: (1) Steinsholtsdalur, (2) the alluvial 
fan transect. The valley and alluvial fan slope transects were turned into elevation transects 
and the 5 largest boulders were plotted along these transects. The 5 largest boulders were 
then measured using Pix4Dmapper to acquire their dimensions (length, width, and height). 
With the average channel width, it is now possible to calculate the discharge using Baynes 
et al. (2015) discharge calculations table. Baynes et al. (2015) was used due to the similar 
geologic context and boulder lithologies in their study in NE Iceland There were many 
constraints that were used to estimate the discharge. For instance, fluid density (1150 
kg/m3) and boulder density (2800 kg/m3) were set for a more water-based flow for basalt 
boulders. A boulder density of 2300 kg/m3 was used for hyaloclastite composition based on 
Loftsson & Steingrímsson (2010). Along with these constants, values for sliding, lift, and 
drag coefficients were estimated on classifications from Stokes et al. (2012) and Baynes et 
al. (2015) for both round and cubic boulder geometries. With all these variables, the slope 
angle of the bed needs to be calculated. The result when calculated presented an average 
flow depth (m/s), Manning‘s Roughness Coefficient, mean flow depth (m), and discharge 
(m3/s). Manning‘s Roughness Coefficient refers to the roughness of the channel floor. This 
was a calculated value and was juxtaposed to descriptions by Chow (1959, 1988), 
accurately placing the valley surface for 0.0539 as a „regular section with no boulders or 
brush“ and for the alluvial fan transect (0.0860) as „Earth, straight and uniform“.  
 
Flow direction (Black arrow, Figure 6.25) shows the direction in which the debris wave 
traveled (downslope). Boulder transects cross the slope transects at a 90° angle and is 
plotted to show the exact distance of the boulders within the valley.  
 
Figure 6.26 shows boulder group B1 and the mean flow depth (blue line) from calculations in 
Table 6.4. Figure 6.27 shows the boulder group B2 and here the blue line also shows the mean flow 
depth. Figure 6.28 doesn‘t show the projected water level because the alluvial fan water level is 
difficult to predict. Colored ellipses represent the boulder location along the transects. 
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Figure 6.25 Alluvial fan and Steinsholtsdalur transect with boulder locations. Pre-flood 
(1960) DEM Hillshade base layer was used to create these transects. Boulder elevation 
transects are shown perpendicular to the slope line (purple line). Boulder groups are 

shown (by color; red, blue, and green) and boulder lithologies are included. 
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Figure 6.26 Boulder group B1. The furthest group in Steinsholtsdalur. Mean flow depth 
(blue line) is shown as calculated from formulas by Baynes et al. (2015). 
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Figure 6.27 Boulder group B2. The middle group in Steinsholtsdalur, before the bend. 
Mean flow depth (blue line) is shown as calculated from formulas by Baynes et al. (2015). 
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Figure 6.28 Boulder group B3. The group on the alluvial fan. Mean flow depth (blue line) 
is not shown due to uncertainties. Based on formulas by Baynes et al. (2015) 
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6.5.3 Minimum Flow Discharge 

Palaeohydraulic calculations (from the table by Baynes et al., 2015) resulted in discharge 
values for the 5 largest boulders from three different boulder deposition areas (B1–B3). For 
each boulder, dimensions, channel width, and channel slope are used to calculate the 
minimum flow discharge to move that boulder. This provides a general understanding of 
flow characteristics and the potential impact on the land system.  
 
The results of the table (Table 6.4), show that the minimum flow discharge for the largest 
boulder on the alluvial fan (B-193) is 68,000 m3/s. The minimum flow discharge for the 
largest boulder in B2 (B-64) is 49,000 m3/s. And for the discharge of the largest boulder in 
B1 (B-19) is 33,000 m3/s. Velocities calculated using the table by Baynes et al. (2015), 
ranged between 6 and 10 m/s. The largest boulders showed results in a higher range of 
flow velocities. In general, these velocities are lower than the expected actual speed of the 
flood based on similar studies (Stokes et al., 2012; Baynes et al., 2015), but our 
calculations are limited to the minimum value. 
 
There are a series of potential errors associated with palaeohydraulic reconstructions that 
need to be discussed. Some associated errors may be missing information, any inaccuracies 
within constants (e.g. basalt boulder density instead of diamictite boulder density), and 
mapping/modeling errors. These errors will be briefed in the discussion (section 7.5).  
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Table 6.4 Table to show boulder group (B1, red; B2, blue; B3, green). Also shows the 
variables in which contribute to calculating each boulders discharge. Bottom table shows 

all constants and their values. Table after Stokes et al. (2012) and Baynes et al. (2015) 
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7 Discussion 
The previously described chapters illustrate the highly complex and reworked 
geomorphology of the glacial forefield. It is clear from Kjartansson (1967) that an extreme 
event occurred in Steinsholtsdalur that involved a large rockslide falling onto 
Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier, entering the pro-glacial lake and causing debris-loaded 
flood wave which rushed down-valley modifying the landscape along its path. As stated by 
Carrivick (2006), high-magnitude outburst floods typically inundate entire valley floors 
and transport significant volumes of sediment causing rapid landscape changes. In the last 
chapter, the geomorphological imprints of both, erosive and depositional processes were 
described and in the following chapter, the most important observations will be discussed 
and put into a greater scientific context.  
 

• As the central part of the discussion, the spatial distribution of 
geomorphological features of the study area from 1960 (pre-
Steinsholtshlaup), 1967 (post-Steinsholtshlaup), and present-day (2021) are 
interpreted, analyzed, and compared. 

 
• Interpretations of hummock deposits and how the results describe the flow. 

 
• The analysis of rockslide debris volumes and deposition throughout 

Steinsholtsdalur and onto the alluvial fan. 
 

• Understanding of boulder composition and lithologies in contrast to spatial 
distribution and volume size. 
 

• Palaeoflood calculations and hydraulic reconstruction to understand the 
minimum flow discharge to move the 5 largest boulders in three sections of 
boulders (B1–B3), and expand our understanding of GLOF magnitude. 

 
• Finally, the results and interpretations of this thesis are looked at in a larger 

context within south Iceland and high-mountain regions around the world. 
 

7.1 Spatial Distribution of Geomorphological 
Features 

By comparing three DEMs from multiple years (1960, 1967, and 2021) it is possible to 
reconstruct changes in Steinsholtsdalur geomorphology to understand particular conditions 
of the flow as well as understand which features were created from the hlaup or were 
created post-Steinsholtshlaup. 
 
Clear changes between the 1960 and 1967 landscapes were documented and analyzed. 
Extensive sediment hummock structures, large boulder assemblages, a boulder bar, kettle 
holes (Figure 6.7) as well as fluvial erosional features were observed post-GLOF. These 
features are clear evidence of a high-energy event in Steinsholtsdalur. Further down-valley, 
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large boulders are distributed indicating that the flow moved these boulders a significant 
distance from the rockslide origin (~2 km) and even out onto the alluvial fan.  
 
Kettle holes in Steinsholtsdalur are constrained to the upper section of the valley, proximal 
to Steinsholtslón proglacial lake. The observed kettle holes were surrounded by hummocky 
terrain with steep walls ranging from 2 to 8 m in depth and 12 to 34 m in diameter. Steep-
walled inverse-conical kettle holes form by subsidence of material over small ice blocks 
which were completely buried by rapid sediment deposition (Fay, 2002), which is the most 
likely scenario for the discussed Steinsholtshlaup.  

7.2 Hummock Deposits and Derived Flow Motion 
The 2021 DEM was used to map the geometry and orientation of the hummock deposits. 
The majority of the hummocks were oriented with the dominant long axis aligning parallel 
to the inferred flow direction (Dufresne and Davis, 2009; Dufresne et al., 2018). The 
results of the rose diagram (Figure 6.14) showed a significant trend in hummock crest 
orientation of east-west, indicating the flow motion was restricted to the valley walls and 
generally flowed towards the west in the valley. However, there are a number of 
hummocks with differing crest orientations which could indicate that there was some 
amount of lateral, perpendicular motion of the flood. When analyzing the dynamics during 
the initiation of the flood, one must also consider a significant amount of transverse wave 
action of debris and water. For example, the event can be compared to the wave dynamics 
of a large amount of material being dropped into a bathtub in which one can‘t assume the 
flow motion was linear (Robbe-Saule et al., 2020). 
 
The hummock deposits range significantly in height with the first hummock group, 
proximal to the rockslide source, ranging from 30 – 35 m in height (Figure 6.13), and the 
more distal hummocks ranging from 4 – 9 m in height. When plotting hummock locations, 
smaller hummocks were located furthest from the rockslide source (Yosheda et al., 2012). 
With a significant linear trend in hummock height up Steinsholtsdalur (Figure 6.13), this 
morphology could suggest energy loss of the flow or sediment compaction as it traveled 
down-valley (Dufresne et al., 2018). As described in the 1967 and 2021 geomorphological 
maps (Figure 6.4 & Figure 6.8), the hummock features were observed in three distinct 
clusters. These groups were distinctly separated by flat flood plain (sandur). The different 
sets of hummocks indicate that certain sections in the valley were favored for hummock 
deposition and others not. This might be related to pre-flood morphology which may have 
created a spatially varying wave action. To consider how there are distinct breaks in the 
hummock features, vertical flow motion must be scrutinized and considered. Vertical 
motion likely contributed to the flow bounding down-valley or even resulted in a recoil 
motion. The author is not aware of similar breaks of flat sandur between hummock groups 
having been documented in other studies, resulting in creating hypothetical theories for this 
field observation.  
 
Field observations like secondary sedimentation (Figure 6.22) and flood-emplaced boulder 
erratics (6.17) suggest that the GLOF was highly debris rich rather than a water dominated, 
typical Icelandic jökulhlaup (Carrivick & Tweed, 2019). The Steinsholtshlaup was more 
debris-rich due to the rockslide material. Understanding that the Steinsholtshlaup 
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suspended a significant amount of debris, presents a picture of what the flood down 
Steinsholtsdalur may have looked like. 

7.3 Volumetric Calculations and Distribution 
The results of the presented volume calculations (Figure 6.15 & Table 6.2) show that the 
distribution of material from the rockslide source was spread throughout Steinsholtsdalur. 
A total rockslide volume of 20,400,000 m3 was released from Mt. Innstihaus. The other 
measured features (Debris below the scar, Steinsholtsdalur, Steinsholtsdalur bend, 
Steinsholtsdalur LIA End Moraine) were subtracted from the original volume. The 
remaining amount of debris missing from the valley was 10,850,000 m3 (53%).  
 
The remaining debris (10,850,000 m3) has been proposed to have been distributed in 
different areas of Steinsholtsdalur. The most likely scenario is that a layer of debris was 
spread onto Steinsholtsjökull glacier and on the opposing valley side. The majority of the 
debris was deposited into the Steinsholtsón proglacial lake, and the remaining debris was 
washed down Markarfljót outwash plain. Kjartansson (1967) recorded that he observed the 
Steinsholtslón proglacial lake was filled with rockslide debris directly after the event and 
for a day after the event. Two days after the hlaup, the area where the pre-event lake was 
located had begun to fill with water again, creating a new, likely shallow, lake. This 
indicates that a significant amount of material filled Steinsholtslón, enough to displace the 
entire lake water causing the flood wave. The lake fill material was likely reworked during 
the readvance and retreat of Steinsholtsjökull (Figure 7.1) (Belart et al., 2019).  
 
The amount of material missing from the rockslide was measured at ~10,850,000 m3. To 
derive if this amount of material could have been deposited within Steinsholtslón 
proglacial lake, the missing volume of the rockslide was divided by the area of the 1960 
proglacial lake (220,000 m2). The calculated depth of the Steinsholtslón proglacial lake 
would have had to be 49.10 m for the entirety of the unaccounted material to be deposited. 
This calculation seems unlikely due to the neighboring Gígjökull proglacial lake depth 
being measured between 20 – 30 m (Magnússon et al., 2012). Aerial imagery of the study 
area from 1967 also shows a debris-covered glacier. The glacier was significantly 
deformed and eroded during the rockslide (Kjartansson, 1967), which is why we can not 
calculate the volume from the DEMs. It is certain that a significant amount of material was 
deposited on the glacier surface (~2–3 m) (Kjartansson, 1967). The debris-covered 
Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier would be characterized as a fully covered glacier (about 
95% of the surface) with a thickness range between 0.5 to <3.0 m (Janke et al., 2015). The 
debris-covered ablation zone acted as an active layer that seasonally froze and thawed, 
eventually depositing the debris into the Steinsholtslón proglacial lake, similar to 
descriptions in Janke et al. (2015). Some additional material is likely to have drained into 
Markarfljót with the flood wave, but no estimations can be made on the amount of debris 
transported. 
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Figure 7.1 Aerial image (captured Sep. 27th, 1967) of Steinsholtsjökull, Steinsholtslón, and 

Steinsholtsdalur from an aircraft at 3100 m. Highlighting the extent of Steinsholtslón 
proglacial lake. (Loftmyndasafn; www.lmi.is; B-1672) 

7.4 Boulder Compositions and Spatial 
Distribution 

Boulder lithologies (Table 6.3) vary and have distinct characteristics. There is a clear 
transition of diamictite boulders to hyaloclastite boulders (Figure 6.18) between 
Steinsholtsdalur and the alluvial fan. Diamictite boulders are seen only in central 
Steinsholtsdalur and were not observed around the Steinsholtsdalur bend and onto the 
alluvial fan. The reason for this transition could be because of different boulder source 
areas, flow motion, or density differences due to the number of basalt cobbles and pebbles 
within diamictite boulders (Loftsson & Steingrímsson, 2010). Basalt boulders typically 
have a density of ~2800 kg/m3, whereas hyaloclastite has an estimated density of 2300 
kg/m3 (Loftsson & Steingrímsson, 2010). The amount of basalt clasts within diamictite 
boulders poses the potential for the boulder lithology transition down Steinsholtsdalur. 
This transition is likely a response to boulder density, where denser boulders settle out of 
the flood closer to the source due to a gradual decrease in flood competence downstream. 
This prediction depends on the overall boulder size and mass of the individual boulders. 
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Another theory is that the lithologic clustering of the boulders occurs because of proximity 
to the boulder sources. It is a logical assumption that the boulder deposited on the fan were 
eroded from the Steinsholtsdalur walls, with a significant amount of undercut/eroded cliffs 
towards the Steinsholtsdalur bend, where the flood had to pass through a much narrower 
entrance to reach the alluvial fan. This would have increased the energy of the flow 
significantly. 
 
The presence of basalt boulders raises the question of how they were emplaced. Were they 
carried in the flow from the rockslide source or were they deposited elsewhere in the valley 
pre-Steinsholtshlaup? Were the basalt boulders part of the reworked glacial sediment 
structures, such as moraines? Basalt boulders are observed lying on the tops of the ridges 
of the valley as erratics and parts of LIA moraines. Most of the basalt boulders found in the 
flood deposits showed clear striations indicating glacial transport. The most likely origin of 
the majority of basalt boulders is therefore pre-flood moraines and erratics deposited 
during glacier retreat, which were then picked up by the hlaup and transported.  
 
With the attributed errors in boulder calculations (Appendix A), large boulders and boulder 
bars serve as evidence of past extreme flooding events (Greenbaum et al., 2020). As 
observed in the results, the variability in the required force to entrain the deposited 
boulders relate to the compaction of clasts and sediment (Greenbaum et al., 2020). The 
ability to collect three-axis geometry boulder measurements was useful to derive 
paleoflood calculations and create hydraulic reconstructions. 

7.5 Palaeoflood Calculations and Hydraulic 
Reconstruction 

In Steinsholtsdalur, many large boulders (some >12 m in diameter) were found on the 
surface of debris deposits. The maximum boulder sizes could be used to calculate the 
minimum discharge of the palaeo-flood which transported them according to Baynes et al. 
(2015). Palaeodischarge calculations use surrogates to provide an estimation of the 
magnitude of past flood events (Stokes et al., 2012). Examining the data of the palaeoflood 
estimates provides a significant degree of calibration on the potential size of floods that 
could occur from GLOFs in south Iceland (Björnsson, 2004).  
 
Results showed that the minimum flow discharge for the largest observed boulder in 
Steinsholtsdalur gives a discharge estimate of 68,000 m3/s, which is a powerful flow. The 
largest measured boulder in the alluvial fan cross-section (B-193), with a diameter of 10.67 
m displayed the largest discharge estimate (see Table 3 for full list). The discharge results 
(from Clarke, 1996; Stokes et al., 2012; Baynes et al., 2015) show that discharge results 
range from 33,000 (B1) – 68,000 m3/s (B3). The suggested flow magnitude is a minimum 
base for the flow, so the flood probably had a significantly greater discharge (Baynes et al., 
2015). It has to be kept in mind that palaeohydraulic equations based on channel and 
boulder measurements give only rough estimates of peak discharge of outburst floods 
(Kershaw et al., 2005).  
 
There are limitations to these boulder-palaeocompetence calculations. Discharge estimates 
from surveyed cross-sections are prone to errors due to scaling and availability of sediment 
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in the channel (Kershaw et al., 2005). Exercising the methods by Clarke (1996) and Stokes 
et al. (2012), one must be cautious in using different equations since one inaccurate 
parameter can derive different estimates of flood discharge. There are also difficulties and 
errors when collecting boulder size data and in the interpretation of understanding 
discharge estimates (Stokes et al., 2012; Baynes et al., 2015). Boulder measurements are 
limited due to the fact they are embedded in a section and hence at least one of the boulder 
axis was being underestimated (Stokes et al., 2012). With these associated errors, boulders 
typically underestimate flow discharge due to the boulders being smaller than what could 
be expected at peak discharge. Channel geometry is also generally underestimated, based 
on our only available data pre-Steinsholtshlaup was in 1960, seven years before the event. 
The fluvial activity was present during these seven years, depositing sandur down the 
valley and onto the outwash plain. This indicates that aggregation was likely occurring 
before the event in Steinsholtsdalur affecting the valley slope transects.  
 
Other potential errors in discharge estimates could be incomplete information (e.g 
lithology density) or any inaccuracies (e.g water height, surface roughness, fluid density). 
These values have been approximated by Baynes et al. (2015) which is why estimates may 
experience errors. The original boulder density by Baynes et al. (2015) was 2800 kg/m3 for 
basalt lithology. Since the majority of boulders measured were diamictite or hyaloclastite 
lithology the value was altered to 2300 kg/m3 based on research by Loftsson & 
Steingrímsson (2010). Manning‘s ‚n‘coefficient of channel roughness is another parameter 
that is important to flow discharge estimations (Chow, 1981). Since the valley was broken 
up into two transects (Steinsholtsdalur and the alluvial fan). Since the coefficient was 
calculated in the table by Baynes et al. (2015) the results were used to cross-check the 
accuracy of the discharge estimations. From the calculations, n = 0.0539 for 
Steinsholtsdalur and n = 0.0860 on the alluvial fan (Chow, 1958; Chow et al., 1988). This 
result seems logical due to the valley being a rougher landscape than the alluvial fan 
consisting of mostly fine-grained sand (sandur). This creates a strong likelihood of the 
discharge estimates based on the accuracy of Manning‘s coefficient of roughness aligning 
with the calculations. 
 
Since no previous palaeoflood estimates have been conducted or monitored in 
Steinsholtsdalur there is a potential for calculation errors. Size and availability of sediment 
can significantly impact the flow discharge calculations (Stokes et al, 2012; Baynes et al., 
2015). Sediment flux in the flow cannot be quantified leaving an error when suggesting a 
fluid density of the flow (Stokes et al., 2012). 
 

7.6 Implications 
This study increases the understanding of the formation and deposition of 
geomorphological landforms in Steinsholtsdalur. By assessing the glacial forefield 
geomorphology, one can better understand GLOFs and palaeoflood parameters (Stokes et 
al., 2012; Carrivick, 2006).  
 
Many similarities can be observed between the Steinsholtshlaup event and other rockslide-
triggered GLOFs. Such as a large initial displacement of water, a propelled tsunamigenic 
wave, a reworking of landslide material, and unique depositional features (Dufresne et al., 
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2018; Pánek et al., 2020; Wilson et al., 2019). Sediment transport has been witnessed in 
these particularly large flooding events, however, deposition differs based on valley 
morphology and previous geomorphology of the region (Wilson et al., 2019). In a study by 
Wilson et al. (2019) in Patagonia, they calculated the total eroded and deposited volume of 
sediment exposing that there can be a substantial amount of material suspended in GLOFs.  
 
With impending climate change (IPCC, 2021), Arctic and alpine regions will be greatly 
affected in the future. Recent publications present a significant anthropogenic fingerprint 
on the recent global glacier recession (Marzeion et al., 2014; Harrison et al., 2018). This 
shifts the focus to glacial hazards, and the glacier response to climate change. Global 
mountain glaciers have continued to recede and thin from their LIA positions, with the rate 
of recession increasing over the last decade largely in part to global warming (Kargel et al., 
2014; Marzeion et al., 2014; Harrison et al., 2018). 
 

 
Figure 7.2 (a–f) Left: temporal distribution of regional GLOF frequency and magnitude. 

At all locations, the cumulative sum of events (black line) indicates an upsurge in the 
number of events per year. The timing of this upsurge differs by location and likely reflects 
an increase in reporting, especially in the early part of the record, rather than a change in 
GLOFs, at least until the 1970s–1990s after which the GLOF rate reduces. Right: global 

time series climate data from the five regions using CRUTEM 4.2, NOAA NCDC, and 
NASA GISTEMP. Grey columns represent the baseline against which temperature is 

measured. Figure from Harrison et al. (2018) 
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A study by Harrison et al. (2018) presented the temporal distribution of regional GLOF 
frequency and magnitude, in comparison to global time series climate data (Figure 7.2). 
The results indicate a steady surge in the number of events which corresponds to the steady 
increase in climate temperature increase. The number of events will likely increase, 
causing significant risk to infrastructure (e.g., road networks, railway networks, residential 
and public buildings, tourist facilities, and service networks), human life, and economies 
(Figure 7.3; Carrivick & Tweed, 2016). 
 

 
Figure 7.3 Proportion of all glacier outburst floods (A) and proportion of all glacier 
outburst flood sites (B) that have some attributes of societal impact recorded. Note 

different y-scale for Scandanavia. Figure from Carrivick & Tweed (2016) 
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8 Conclusions 
The 1967 Steinsholtshlaup presents a unique case study, in which a rotational rockslide of 
~20 M m3 of material collapsed onto Steinsholtsjökull outlet glacier and into Steinsholtslón 
proglacial lake. The result of this collapse was a large propagating wave that traveled down 
Steinsholtsdalur out into the Markarfljót flood plain and eventually drained into the 
Atlantic Ocean. A distinct geomorphology was left behind from the hlaup, which was 
essential to understanding the properties and extent of the flood. 
 
From remote sensing data, analysis, and field observations, we presented results to further 
explain the depositional and erosional processes generated by a GLOF down this 
topographically constrained valley. A drone survey conducted in the summer of 2021 
allowed for a detailed 3-dimensional analysis of geomorphological features (e.g. kettle 
holes, boulder erratics, hummocky deposits), presenting new quantitative results.  
 

• Detailed geomorphological maps suggest different morphological impacts of a 
GLOF event in a constrained U-shaped valley. The geomorphological record 
also shows significant differences in the dynamics (deposition and erosion) of 
the initial rockslide debris. 
 

• The calculated amount of 20,400,000 m3 of material was released in a rockslide 
event which was reworked and deposited the debris down Steinsholtsdalur in a 
unique series of geomorphological landforms. 

 
• A series of geomorphological models (from 1960, 1967, and 2021) explains the 

abrasion and deposition of geomorphological landforms. 
 
• Photogrammetry data allowed for geomorphological mapping in high 

resolution, which included detailed surface analysis of landforms, and 
successfully conducted measurements of boulder sizes for palaeoflood 
calculations. This saved valuable fieldwork time.   

 
• Hummock crests show a consistent trend in orientation (east-west), which is 

parallel to the valley direction. Suggesting the general movement of the flow 
was down-valley, constrained to the valley walls and depositing the hummocks 
during the progression of the flood. 

 
• Boulder erratics are presented with clearly defined lithologies and volumes to 

show the spatial distribution. Boulder data shows that diamictite boulders 
dropped out of the flow closer to the rockslide source before hyaloclastite 
boulders did. Boulder masses did not play a significant role in their distribution.  

 
• Palaeoflood reconstruction based on the 5 largest boulders from three sections 

(B1-B3) resulted in a suggested minimum flow discharge between 33,000 – 
68,000 m3/s. From the tested sections, the fan (B3) showed the boulder with the 
highest flow discharge and the largest boulder in the upper-Steinsholtsdalur 
(B1) showed the smallest flow discharge out of the largest boulder in each 
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section. This suggests that flow strength increased around the corner out onto 
the alluvial fan. 

 
• This study extends our understanding of the variety and complexity of outburst 

floods from rockslides into proglacial lakes. With climate-driven impacts in 
high-mountain regions such as slope destabilization, increase in glacial 
meltwater, and permafrost melt GLOF events are likely to occur more 
frequently (IPCC, 2021).  

 
High-energy GLOFs pose a significant hazard in glaciated mountain regions around the 
world. Many knowledge gaps remain about GLOF processes and their effects on human 
communities. With the predicted increase in the frequency of GLOFs (Carrivick & Tweed, 
2016; Harrison et al., 2018), understanding their triggers and mechanisms (Emmer, 2017) 
can better explain how to prevent associated hazards in the future and understand their 
geomorphologic impacts. 
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Title Latitude Longitude Northing Easting Lithology Volume (m3) Volume Error (m3) 
B-01 63,67001424 -19,58645184 151864,0367 1670961,131 Diamictite 3,11 0,51 
B-02 63,67000145 -19,58681875 151862,7799 1670942,95 Basalt 0,74 0,22 
B-03 63,66996139 -19,58703313 151858,4119 1670932,294 Hyaloclastite A 17,17 1,11 
B-04 63,66996288 -19,58698469 151858,5559 1670934,694 Basalt 1,15 0,26 
B-05 63,67014302 -19,58756721 151878,908 1670906,037 Diamictite 0,68 0,17 
B-06 63,6702368 -19,58802663 151889,5744 1670883,386 Hyaloclastite A 64,82 2,65 
B-07 63,67017053 -19,5882386 151882,2841 1670872,822 Hyaloclastite C 36,67 1,45 
B-08 63,67009354 -19,58836896 151873,7608 1670866,287 Diamictite 11,26 1,2 
B-09 63,6702716 -19,58828251 151893,5718 1670870,752 Diamictite 3,2 0,45 
B-10 63,67083849 -19,58826372 151956,7648 1670872,271 Diamictite 26,27 1,71 
B-11 63,6709099 -19,58820758 151964,6994 1670875,125 Entablature Basalt 22,94 2,19 
B-12 63,67099069 -19,58848516 151973,8351 1670861,465 Diamictite 19,26 1,55 
B-13 63,67090657 -19,58922498 151964,7976 1670824,747 Diamictite 217,65 5,32 
B-14 63,67097725 -19,5895739 151972,8392 1670807,544 Hyaloclastite C 4,15 0,47 
B-15 63,67079221 -19,58998412 151952,398 1670787,04 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 41,7 2,1 
B-16 63,671107 -19,5900136 151987,5074 1670785,908 Diamictite 32,36 1,77 
B-17 63,67114339 -19,5905861 151991,8291 1670757,6 Diamictite/Entablature Basalt 10,07 1,01 
B-18 63,6706803 -19,59099439 151940,3896 1670736,902 Diamictite 169,49 5,95 
B-19 63,67058255 -19,5909197 151929,4573 1670740,498 Diamictite 178,24 6,23 
B-20 63,67056804 -19,59078645 151927,7777 1670747,081 Entablature Basalt 6,43 1,37 
B-21 63,67065753 -19,59082358 151937,7714 1670745,336 Diamictite 9,39 0,94 
B-22 63,67078149 -19,59113351 151951,7348 1670730,119 Hyaloclastite A 6,57 0,75 
B-23 63,67094153 -19,59152505 151969,759 1670710,9 Entablature Basalt 9,33 0,76 
B-24 63,6709537 -19,5915855 151971,1432 1670707,919 Diamictite 7,39 0,92 
B-25 63,67124722 -19,59148422 152003,8203 1670713,24 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 28,4 1,77 
B-26 63,67134861 -19,59172861 152015,2371 1670701,245 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 4,4 0,74 
B-27 63,67142968 -19,59228978 152024,5361 1670673,545 Diamictite 23,7 1,37 
B-28 63,6712816 -19,59222281 152007,9956 1670676,706 Diamictite 53,18 2,93 
B-29 63,67115553 -19,59222535 151993,9417 1670676,449 Entablature Basalt 14,38 0,87 
B-30 63,67120284 -19,5924715 151999,3301 1670664,311 Basalt 3,83 1,02 
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B-31 63,6709264 -19,59222515 151968,3961 1670676,219 Diamictite/Entablature Basalt 92,38 5,26 
B-32 63,67112669 -19,59258122 151990,8917 1670658,798 Hyaloclastite A 3,58 0,65 
B-33 63,67094954 -19,59284014 151971,2619 1670645,794 Entablature Basalt 2,77 0,54 
B-34 63,6711432 -19,59362343 151993,2165 1670607,213 Hyaloclastite C 6,88 0,67 
B-35 63,67134876 -19,59333256 152015,9987 1670621,83 Hyaloclastite C 4,74 1,11 
B-36 63,67136102 -19,59462954 152017,9689 1670557,626 Diamictite 8,09 1,2 
B-37 63,67143986 -19,59487239 152026,8721 1670545,685 Diamictite 17,83 0,93 
B-38 63,67172726 -19,59516071 152059,0477 1670531,711 Diamictite 24,46 1,8 
B-39 63,67168922 -19,59540291 152054,9196 1670519,679 Basalt 3 0,82 
B-40 63,67154844 -19,59540189 152039,2236 1670519,582 Hyaloclastite A 0,35 0,28 
B-41 63,67165512 -19,59586219 152051,3317 1670496,904 Basalt 1,19 0,44 
B-42 63,67163207 -19,59616432 152048,9031 1670481,921 Basalt 1,01 0,35 
B-43 63,67160596 -19,59629023 152046,051 1670475,659 Diamictite 10,51 1,5 
B-44 63,67182459 -19,5964971 152070,5227 1670465,647 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite B 10,19 1,26 
B-45 63,67200546 -19,5964728 152090,6753 1670467,04 Hyaloclastite A 3,09 0,61 
B-46 63,6722121 -19,59571596 152113,3601 1670504,729 Hyaloclastite A 42,67 3,94 
B-47 63,67220904 -19,59663354 152113,447 1670459,296 Diamictite 3,43 0,49 
B-48 63,67198106 -19,59724668 152088,3172 1670428,698 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 5,74 1,03 
B-49 63,67226077 -19,59785054 152119,7842 1670399,096 Diamictite 3,91 0,97 
B-50 63,6725817 -19,59720018 152155,2595 1670431,634 Hyaloclastite A 7,14 0,86 
B-51 63,6727603 -19,59681053 152174,9881 1670451,113 Hyaloclastite A 5,09 0,66 
B-52 63,67278361 -19,59702163 152177,686 1670440,686 Hyaloclastite A 0,81 0,26 
B-53 63,67287646 -19,59722682 152188,1333 1670430,625 Hyaloclastite A 3,63 0,94 
B-54 63,67297421 -19,59743107 152199,1275 1670420,616 Hyaloclastite B 6,18 0,97 
B-55 63,67285704 -19,59776476 152186,2198 1670403,972 Hyaloclastite A 0,54 0,34 
B-56 63,67279246 -19,59790059 152179,0838 1670397,179 Hyaloclastite A 0,68 0,29 
B-57 63,67267139 -19,59817519 152165,7145 1670383,455 Hyaloclastite A 1,62 0,55 
B-58 63,67272314 -19,59830637 152171,5456 1670377,015 Diamictite 1,9 0,39 
B-59 63,67251027 -19,59865769 152147,9779 1670359,397 Diamictite 9,45 0,96 
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B-60 63,67217114 -19,59834384 152110,0221 1670374,577 Diamictite 5,93 1,18 
B-61 63,67191172 -19,59863244 152081,2353 1670360,015 Hyaloclastite A 4,83 1,17 
B-62 63,67169306 -19,60006754 152057,5315 1670288,73 Diamictite 25,66 2,29 
B-63 63,67160562 -19,60046248 152047,9691 1670269,083 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 2,06 0,66 
B-64 63,67162231 -19,60088974 152050,0301 1670247,946 Hyaloclastite C 519,38 8,79 
B-65 63,67177509 -19,60053501 152066,8966 1670265,671 Diamictite 4,98 0,92 
B-66 63,67177333 -19,60081239 152066,8302 1670251,936 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 15,27 1,1 
B-67 63,67190414 -19,60028961 152081,1683 1670277,958 Diamictite 3,62 0,66 
B-68 63,67199887 -19,60071368 152091,9288 1670257,062 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 79,01 2,13 
B-69 63,67197009 -19,60090804 152088,8117 1670247,409 Diamictite 35,36 1,83 
B-70 63,67182037 -19,60093295 152072,1317 1670246,017 Basalt 6,32 0,53 
B-71 63,67205085 -19,60015116 152097,4601 1670284,968 Diamictite 25,05 1,95 
B-72 63,67207002 -19,6005188 152099,7693 1670266,786 Hyaloclastite C 7,49 0,98 
B-73 63,67210767 -19,60067992 152104,0431 1670258,849 Diamictite 10,22 1,28 
B-74 63,6721602 -19,60077696 152109,9452 1670254,1 Diamictite 6,89 0,9 
B-75 63,67207529 -19,60085462 152100,5155 1670250,165 Hyaloclastite C 3,79 0,78 
B-76 63,67199634 -19,60100053 152091,782 1670242,857 Hyaloclastite C 3,25 0,52 
B-77 63,67191329 -19,60109089 152082,5654 1670238,295 Diamictite 27,8 0,93 
B-78 63,67194472 -19,60116302 152086,1031 1670234,757 Hyaloclastite C 2 0,35 
B-79 63,6721092 -19,60116842 152104,4433 1670234,664 Diamictite 118,66 3,45 
B-80 63,67217528 -19,60094419 152111,7049 1670245,836 Hyaloclastite C 1,42 0,43 
B-81 63,67223393 -19,60098791 152118,2645 1670243,734 Diamictite 3,76 0,45 
B-82 63,67228668 -19,6008143 152124,0635 1670252,386 Hyaloclastite C 42,42 1,76 
B-83 63,67225684 -19,6007357 152120,7002 1670256,245 Hyaloclastite A 32,8 1,43 
B-84 63,67229 -19,60063392 152124,3484 1670261,319 Diamictite 13,29 1,07 
B-85 63,67228006 -19,60048777 152123,1725 1670268,545 Hyaloclastite C 19,32 1,7 
B-86 63,67225477 -19,6004014 152120,3115 1670272,794 Hyaloclastite C 1,24 0,43 
B-87 63,67219043 -19,60008235 152112,9886 1670288,523 Hyaloclastite B 3,1 0,53 
B-88 63,67225342 -19,59987787 152119,9155 1670298,713 Hyaloclastite B 4,31 0,7 
B-89 63,67223385 -19,59961628 152117,6106 1670311,644 Basalt 0,59 0,23 
B-90 63,67220205 -19,5994697 152113,9964 1670318,868 Basalt 2,71 0,58 
B-91 63,67234969 -19,59963774 152130,5352 1670310,704 Diamictite 2,95 0,44 
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B-92 63,67242599 -19,59960225 152139,0256 1670312,542 Hyaloclastite A 1,6 0,3 
B-93 63,67253095 -19,59964673 152150,7475 1670310,451 Hyaloclastite B 19,16 0,99 
B-94 63,67248086 -19,59980051 152145,2351 1670302,784 Diamictite 22,7 1,9 
B-95 63,67249714 -19,60000082 152147,1444 1670292,884 Diamictite 6,17 1,31 
B-96 63,6725598 -19,60021515 152154,231 1670282,339 Diamictite 54,39 2,54 
B-97 63,67258662 -19,60036573 152157,2924 1670274,912 Basalt 8,61 0,79 
B-98 63,67259621 -19,6008652 152158,5963 1670250,193 Diamictite 4,72 0,72 
B-99 63,67263343 -19,60135078 152162,9744 1670226,192 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 289,47 8,29 
B-100 63,67242949 -19,60121194 152140,1728 1670232,849 Diamictite 5,55 0,94 
B-101 63,67232157 -19,60132097 152128,1917 1670227,337 Diamictite 11,53 1,27 
B-102 63,67231308 -19,60177357 152127,4591 1670204,919 Diamictite 20,91 1,18 
B-103 63,67246136 -19,60181904 152144,0118 1670202,826 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 3,84 0,52 
B-104 63,67257637 -19,60176108 152156,8056 1670205,817 Diamictite 12,54 1,16 
B-105 63,67265882 -19,6018387 152166,035 1670202,062 Hyaloclastite C 77,65 2,48 
B-106 63,67278469 -19,60152211 152179,9183 1670217,87 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 38,51 1,93 
B-107 63,67293555 -19,60104284 152196,5119 1670241,758 Diamictite 7,17 1,03 
B-108 63,67299444 -19,60112078 152203,1136 1670237,962 Diamictite 5,3 0,91 
B-109 63,67300227 -19,60136875 152204,1039 1670225,693 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 42,12 1,66 
B-110 63,67296956 -19,60151917 152200,5279 1670218,211 Hyaloclastite A 12,1 0,62 
B-111 63,67293629 -19,60156957 152196,842 1670215,68 Hyaloclastite A 20,74 1,09 
B-112 63,67303707 -19,60189065 152208,2299 1670199,891 Diamictite 19,46 1,46 
B-113 63,67313246 -19,60187142 152218,8553 1670200,944 Hyaloclastite C 27,93 1,31 
B-114 63,67315081 -19,60195474 152220,9406 1670196,839 Hyaloclastite A 8,98 0,89 
B-115 63,67317158 -19,60174458 152223,1562 1670207,266 Diamictite 2,98 0,46 
B-116 63,67320089 -19,60213746 152226,61 1670187,846 Hyaloclastite A 69,56 2,68 
B-117 63,67331927 -19,60197026 152239,7282 1670196,249 Hyaloclastite A 13,06 0,84 
B-118 63,6732573 -19,60164781 152232,6683 1670212,148 Hyaloclastite A 5,47 0,65 
B-119 63,67327275 -19,60147796 152234,3105 1670220,573 Hyaloclastite A 7,22 0,84 
B-120 63,67335076 -19,60149283 152243,0145 1670219,92 Hyaloclastite A 21,51 1,45 
B-121 63,67334686 -19,60115453 152242,4201 1670236,664 Hyaloclastite A 4,03 0,52 
B-122 63,67317449 -19,60060262 152222,9439 1670263,806 Hyaloclastite A 6,08 0,83 
B-123 63,67328106 -19,60092089 152234,9741 1670248,162 Hyaloclastite A 0,66 0,39 
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B-124 63,67338921 -19,60099552 152247,0671 1670244,582 Diamictite/Hyaloclastite A 8,04 0,95 
B-125 63,67339682 -19,60122066 152248,0218 1670233,443 Hyaloclastite B 2,94 0,53 
B-126 63,67350646 -19,60139128 152260,3249 1670225,112 Hyaloclastite C 7,54 0,78 
B-127 63,67344116 -19,60172984 152253,2044 1670208,282 Hyaloclastite A 5,9 0,65 
B-128 63,67344502 -19,60197049 152253,7484 1670196,371 Hyaloclastite A 2,9 0,32 
B-129 63,67350364 -19,60210361 152260,3462 1670189,843 Hyaloclastite A 5,7 0,49 
B-130 63,67349345 -19,60223506 152259,2723 1670183,324 Hyaloclastite A 9,85 0,89 
B-131 63,67358983 -19,60202754 152269,9192 1670193,701 Hyaloclastite A 0,38 0,22 
B-132 63,67365476 -19,60184941 152277,075 1670202,589 Hyaloclastite A 4,55 0,69 
B-133 63,6737638 -19,60165957 152289,1414 1670212,103 Hyaloclastite A 119,53 3,63 
B-134 63,673742 -19,60199095 152286,8674 1670195,673 Hyaloclastite A 4,28 0,43 
B-135 63,67372202 -19,60218319 152284,7307 1670186,135 Hyaloclastite A 23,9 1,34 
B-136 63,67374874 -19,60227284 152287,7512 1670181,725 Basalt 1,41 0,32 
B-137 63,67378954 -19,60223467 152292,2821 1670183,658 Hyaloclastite A 17,91 1 
B-138 63,67385192 -19,60260209 152299,4106 1670165,534 Hyaloclastite A 17,19 1,12 
B-139 63,67393183 -19,60241344 152308,2307 1670174,959 Basalt 2,62 0,59 
B-140 63,6739502 -19,60231807 152310,2338 1670179,7 Hyaloclastite B 1,02 0,34 
B-141 63,67402409 -19,60242931 152318,5239 1670174,271 Hyaloclastite A 8,75 0,94 
B-142 63,67417125 -19,60217172 152334,8087 1670187,18 Hyaloclastite A 7,43 0,9 
B-143 63,67426034 -19,60209011 152344,7028 1670191,315 Hyaloclastite A 0,36 0,25 
B-144 63,67421436 -19,60250159 152339,7707 1670170,895 Hyaloclastite A 1,42 0,5 
B-145 63,67418684 -19,60262461 152336,7598 1670164,775 Hyaloclastite A 7,1 0,67 
B-146 63,67417059 -19,60270516 152334,9862 1670160,77 Hyaloclastite A 6,5 0,47 
B-147 63,67407891 -19,60278293 152324,8026 1670156,823 Hyaloclastite A 11,7 0,99 
B-148 63,67405093 -19,6028482 152321,7132 1670153,561 Basalt 0,34 0,14 
B-149 63,67409787 -19,6030318 152327,0339 1670144,522 Hyaloclastite A 11,61 0,82 
B-150 63,67431166 -19,60244416 152350,5905 1670173,841 Hyaloclastite A 1,18 0,31 
B-151 63,6743706 -19,60247826 152357,178 1670172,216 Hyaloclastite C 17,32 1,27 
B-152 63,67434716 -19,60266698 152354,6542 1670162,848 Hyaloclastite A 2,73 0,52 
B-153 63,67447641 -19,60304131 152369,2407 1670144,454 Hyaloclastite C 0,76 0,24 
B-154 63,67466726 -19,60422819 152391,0784 1670085,898 Hyaloclastite B 17,31 1,58 
B-155 63,67479717 -19,60471114 152405,7901 1670062,128 Hyaloclastite B 21,64 1,12 
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B-156 63,67489821 -19,60519353 152417,2833 1670038,354 Hyaloclastite C 0,85 0,26 
B-157 63,67492559 -19,60527659 152420,3762 1670034,271 Hyaloclastite C 1,71 0,23 
B-158 63,67486461 -19,60539523 152413,6337 1670028,333 Basalt 0,95 0,25 
B-159 63,67489819 -19,60545719 152417,407 1670025,302 Hyaloclastite C 157,82 3,87 
B-160 63,67495867 -19,60558844 152424,2113 1670018,868 Basalt 0,41 0,3 
B-161 63,68193075 -19,61027422 153203,738 1669794,399 Hyaloclastite A 73,6 2,05 
B-162 63,68223616 -19,60941987 153237,3793 1669837,011 Hyaloclastite A 8,44 0,86 
B-163 63,68226162 -19,6094721 153240,243 1669834,454 Hyaloclastite C 16,52 1,14 
B-164 63,6823325 -19,60930782 153248,0667 1669842,661 Basalt 8,29 0,87 
B-165 63,68240639 -19,60923628 153256,2699 1669846,281 Hyaloclastite A 45,25 1,9 
B-166 63,68243362 -19,60959707 153259,4778 1669828,454 Hyaloclastite B 16,75 1,14 
B-167 63,68252701 -19,60948243 153269,8349 1669834,228 Hyaloclastite B 27,51 1,08 
B-168 63,68251971 -19,60861441 153268,6072 1669877,18 Hyaloclastite A 117,48 3,65 
B-169 63,6824929 -19,60821795 153265,43 1669896,774 Hyaloclastite B 27,73 1,51 
B-170 63,68292245 -19,6083133 153313,3645 1669892,515 Hyaloclastite A 34,98 1,59 
B-171 63,68298053 -19,60820969 153319,7902 1669897,706 Hyaloclastite A 23,66 1,4 
B-172 63,68309024 -19,60807287 153331,9555 1669904,595 Hyaloclastite A 18,52 1,33 
B-173 63,68320231 -19,60821381 153344,5178 1669897,74 Basalt 4,18 0,6 
B-174 63,68327737 -19,60820978 153352,8833 1669898,019 Hyaloclastite A 8,77 0,85 
B-175 63,68325763 -19,60781966 153350,4967 1669917,306 Hyaloclastite B 3,11 0,37 
B-176 63,68330719 -19,60780046 153356,0132 1669918,309 Hyaloclastite B 5,55 0,76 
B-177 63,682856 -19,60708821 153305,3724 1669953,076 Hyaloclastite B 88,61 2,48 
B-178 63,68275321 -19,6067875 153293,7707 1669967,849 Hyaloclastite B 18,94 0,96 
B-179 63,68301267 -19,6065039 153322,5617 1669982,162 Hyaloclastite B 17,23 1,34 
B-180 63,68482988 -19,60775761 153525,7524 1669922,062 Hyaloclastite A 22,21 1,71 
B-181 63,67939237 -19,59946803 152915,6244 1670326,552 Hyaloclastite A 3,43 0,52 
B-182 63,67946606 -19,59973718 152923,9664 1670313,308 Hyaloclastite C 1,36 0,45 
B-183 63,67963729 -19,59973432 152943,0541 1670313,631 Hyaloclastite B 28,31 1,61 
B-184 63,67987195 -19,59995817 152969,3207 1670302,799 Hyaloclastite A 24,93 1,71 
B-185 63,68038178 -19,59929002 153025,8466 1670336,409 Hyaloclastite A 46,53 2,36 
B-186 63,67984545 -19,60037325 152966,5614 1670282,225 Hyaloclastite A 19,24 1,05 
B-187 63,67983241 -19,60042579 152965,1322 1670279,611 Hyaloclastite A 5,28 0,56 
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B-188 63,67978169 -19,6007374 152959,6246 1670264,133 Hyaloclastite C 31,18 1,52 
B-189 63,67995414 -19,60101813 152978,9826 1670250,421 Hyaloclastite C 18,77 1,51 
B-190 63,68056839 -19,6014583 153047,6712 1670229,285 Hyaloclastite A 217,24 6,31 
B-191 63,68067163 -19,60188189 153059,3807 1670208,429 Hyaloclastite A 8,89 0,95 
B-192 63,68081707 -19,60232837 153075,8053 1670186,485 Hyaloclastite B 12,73 1,21 
B-193 63,68151537 -19,60209225 153153,5459 1670198,913 Hyaloclastite B 275,49 5,45 
B-194 63,6814564 -19,60162943 153146,7532 1670221,757 Hyaloclastite B 51,43 2,54 
B-195 63,68169628 -19,60135613 153173,3678 1670235,538 Hyaloclastite A 86,02 3,22 
B-196 63,68165397 -19,60101891 153168,4919 1670252,184 Hyaloclastite A 75,19 4,29 
B-197 63,68064801 -19,60306533 153057,3048 1670149,828 Hyaloclastite B 32,06 1,99 
B-198 63,68038383 -19,60289394 153027,7717 1670158,03 Hyaloclastite A 6,05 0,78 
B-199 63,68026289 -19,60324784 153014,455 1670140,385 Hyaloclastite A 21,42 1,4 
B-200 63,6800866 -19,60347571 152994,9096 1670128,918 Hyaloclastite A 7,54 0,8 
B-201 63,67958062 -19,60459991 152939,0311 1670072,735 Hyaloclastite B 186,45 3,68 
B-202 63,67934687 -19,60351197 152912,4564 1670126,336 Hyaloclastite C 29,79 1,8 
B-203 63,67931089 -19,60338518 152908,3853 1670132,574 Hyaloclastite A 20,88 1,4 
B-204 63,67934359 -19,60261992 152911,6688 1670170,488 Hyaloclastite A 10,96 0,89 
B-205 63,67921921 -19,60227776 152897,6411 1670187,292 Hyaloclastite C 4,21 0,61 
B-206 63,67940329 -19,60167502 152917,8794 1670217,322 Hyaloclastite C 4,23 0,81 




